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(53 mg/L)) under aerated (21% O2+79% N2) and deaerated (100% N2)
conditions (The cathodic activation slope for each reaction is marked on the
curve)
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Figure 8-13. Fracture morphology due to hydrogen embrittlement
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SUMMARY

Today, ethanol, as well as other biofuels, has been increasingly gaining popularity
as a major alternative liquid fuel to replace conventional gasoline for road transportation.
Currently, less than 10% of fuel-grade ethanol (FGE) is blended into the gasoline to
reduce the pressure from gas shortage. One of the key challenges for the future use of
bioethanol is to increase its availability in the market via an efficient and economic way.
Pipelines are normally used for transporting and distributing traditional petroleum
products. However, ethanol, so far, is transported primarily by tanker trucks. One major
concern in using the existing gas-pipelines to transport fuel-grade ethanol or blended fuel
is the potential corrosion and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) susceptibility of carbon
steel pipelines in these environments. The key technical challenge for ethanol fuel
transportation is to understand the mechanisms of metal degradation in such an
environment.
In this thesis, both phenomenological and mechanistic investigations have been
carried out in order to address the possible degradation phenomena of X-65 pipeline
carbon steel in simulated fuel-grade ethanol (SFGE). Firstly, the susceptibilities of stress
corrosion cracking of this steel in SFGE were studied. Ethanol chemistry of SFGE was
shown to have great impact on the stress corrosion crack initiation/propagation and the
corrosion mode transition. Inclusions in the steel can increase local plastic strain and act
as crack initiation sites. Secondly, the anodic behavior of carbon steel electrode was
investigated in detail under different ethanol chemistry conditions. General corrosion and
pitting susceptibility under unstressed condition were found to be sensitive to the ethanol
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chemistry. Low tendency to passivate and the sensitivity to ethanol chemistry are the
major reasons which drive corrosion process in this system. Oxygen plays a critical role
in controlling the passivity of carbon steel in ethanol. Thirdly, the detailed study was
carried out to understand the SCC mechanism of carbon steel in SFGE. A film related
anodic dissolution process was identified to be a major driving force during the crack
propagation. Fourthly, more detailed electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
studies using phase angle analysis and transmission line simulation reveal a clearer
physical picture of the stress corrosion cracking process in this environment. Fifthly, the
cathodic reactions of carbon steel in SFGE were also investigated to understand the
oxygen and hydrogen reactions. Hydrogen uptake into the pipeline steel and the
conditions of the fractures related to hydrogen embrittlement were identified and studied.
This study, for the first time, systematically investigated the stress corrosion
cracking and corrosion of carbon steel in simulated fuel-grade ethanolic environment,
which provides useful information on material degradation and selection in biofuel
environments.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation of This Research
With the increasing demand for alternative energy sources to reduce carbon
emission and the dependence on petroleum products, finding a stable and
environmentally friendly liquid fuel becomes more and more important, especially for the
road and air transportation. Biomass products, such as bioethanol, biobutanol and
biodiesel, provide a possible way to realize carbon neutral fuel supply. Currently,
compared with other alternative energy sources, biofuel is the only liquid fuel which can
be immediately used in current combustion engine systems. Due to the production cost
and efficiency, fuel-grade ethanol (both corn-based and cellulosic ethanol) is the most
common biofuel that has been commercialized. Nationwide, less than 10% FGE is
blended into the gasoline to reduce the dependence on foreign petroleum. Further
increasing the availability of FGE and reducing its cost become critical.
Currently, the petroleum products, such as gasoline and natural gas, are
transported throughout the country, primarily via pipelines. Such infrastructure
dramatically reduces the cost and increases the efficiency of the distribution process.
Since the pipelines are usually buried underground and subjected to local stresses due to
internal pressure and external environmental pressure, corrosion and stress corrosion
cracking are the major failures. Coating and cathodic protection are used to protect the
pipelines from corrosion. However, fuel-grade ethanol is still transported primarily by
1

railroad tanker cars and tanker trucks. With the increasing demand of bioethanol, fast,
cheap and safe transportation by pipelines is needed to satisfy the demand.
However, stress corrosion cracking has been reported in user terminals and
storage tanks of FGE. Recent studies have shown that the SCC is the major failure mode
for ethanol transportation through carbon steel pipelines. [1-3] Previous studies of
metallic materials in methanol and ethanol also show that significant pitting corrosion can
be initiated in these alcoholic solvents. [4, 5] These corrosion failures can strongly cause
the degradation of in-service equipment, in either pipeline transportation industry or
biofuel manufacturing industry. With the huge investment for biomass energy production
(e.g. cellulosic ethanol) and application (e.g. fuel cell), one of the key technical
challenges for the future use of bioethanol is to understand both phenomenon and
mechanism of material degradation in such environments and the prevention methods.
Compared to the aqueous corrosion, much less work has been done to understand the
corrosion process in ethanol environments. Most of the published work is based on
phenomenological study of factors which may affect the material. Arguments in the
literature usually address which factors are important for causing or preventing the
corrosion failure. Environmental and stress effects on the failure initiation and growth,
the anodic and cathodic activities, and the passivity and dissolution largely remain
unclear. The possible degradation modes of metallic materials in various FGE conditions
are also unknown. Better understanding of corrosion phenomena in FGE is a critical step
toward large scale application of biomass based energy source.
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1.2 Research Objective and Technical Approaches
Due to the limited knowledge about the ethanol corrosion in literature, the goal of
this work primarily focuses on understanding the stress corrosion cracking, pitting
corrosion, and other corrosion related phenomena on carbon steel in simulated fuel-grade
ethanol environment. The specific technical objectives are:
(1) To systematically investigate the possible degradation phenomena of carbon
steel, such as stress corrosion cracking, general corrosion, and pitting corrosion, in SFGE
environments. Factors influencing corrosion susceptibility, such as ethanol chemistry,
aeration level, stress, and potential range, have to be determined.
(2) To understand the anodic behavior of carbon steel in SFGE. The anodic
behavior includes the passivation and dissolution. The effect of environmental factors on
electrochemical activities can provide useful information in order to understand the
corrosion mechanisms.
(3) To address the mechanism for the stress corrosion cracking of carbon steel in
SFGE. The focus is to understand how the cracks initiate and propagate on the surface
and identify the driving force of this process.
(4) To investigate the cathodic reactions, such as oxygen reduction and hydrogen
evolution, on carbon steel in SFGE. Cathodic activities in SFGE also play an important
role in controlling the corrosion kinetics and possible hydrogen production. Hydrogen
uptake and its effect on hydrogen embrittlement are also studied.
(5) To understand the role of microstructure on dissolution and localized
corrosion initiation.
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In order to achieve these objectives, various mechanical, electrochemical, and
characterization analysis were carried out in this study. Slow strain rate test (SSRT) and
constant immersion test were used to characterize SCC and corrosion susceptibility in
different ethanol environments. Different dc and ac electrochemical tests, such as
potentiodynamic polarization, potentiostatic polarization, open circuit potential (OCP)
monitoring, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), were used to understand
the anodic and cathodic responses of carbon steel in SFGE, with the changes in ethanol
chemistry, aeration level, potential range, stress state. The surface chemical and structural
evolution processes during cracking or pitting were also studied by interrupted test and
characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and back-scattered electron (BSE).
Transmission line model (TLM) and its simulation were also used to provide a clear
physical picture during cracking propagation.

1.3 Organization of Upcoming Chapters
In the following, Chapter 2 will provide a general review of the mechanisms of
environmentally induced fracture (stress corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement),
pitting corrosion, and the previous understanding of corrosion in alcoholic environments.
Chapter 3 will summarize all the main experimental techniques, materials, and the testing
conditions used in this study. Chapter 4 will present the ethanol chemistry effects on the
stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of carbon steel in SFGE. Chapter 5 will present
the electrochemical study to understand the anodic behavior of carbon steel in SFGE.
Corrosion and pitting corrosion susceptibilities under unstressed condition will be
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discussed. Chapter 6 will give the mechanism which drives the crack initiation and
propagation on carbon steel in SFGE. Chapter 7 will present a detailed physical picture
during crack propagation using phase angle analysis and transmission line model
simulation. Chapter 8 will present the systematical investigation of the corrosion related
cathodic activities of carbon steel in SFGE. The study of hydrogen uptake and hydrogen
embrittlement fracture on carbon steel will also be discussed. Chapter 9 will summarize
all the presented conclusions and present a global picture of the corrosion of carbon steel
in SFGE. The mitigation methods for corrosion and stress corrosion cracking in fuelgrade ethanol, which are derived based on this research, will be suggested. Some
recommendations for the future research in this area will also be provided.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2.1 Stress Corrosion Cracking
2.1.1 General Definition
Stress corrosion cracking is a type of environmentally-assisted cracking (EAC)
where the material experiences a brittle fracture failure due to the combined effect of
corrosive environment and tensile stresses. As shown in Figure 2-1, in order for this
brittle fracture to occur, three conditions must be present simultaneously: a susceptible
material, a corrosive environment, and local tensile stress. Within this triangle, stress
corrosion cracking is a complex phenomenon that involves a large number of material
and environment related variables, such as corrosion potential, solution chemistry, stress
intensity factor, cold work, etc.

Figure 2-1. Conditions for Stress Corrosion Cracking
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Among these factors, alloy composition and microstructure plays an important
role in controlling the SCC susceptibility. Especially in stainless steel and nickel alloy,
sensitization, grain boundary Cr depletion, and inclusion are usually preferential crack
initiation sites, depending on the alloy microstructure and composition. Temperature is
another important factor which affects the SCC. Temperature activation process may set
a threshold for SCC to occur. The tensile stress which induces the SCC can be below or
above the yield stress of the material. In many cases, the existing residual stress due to
the fabrication process or welding process may be sufficient to overcome the threshold
stress needed for SCC initiation.
Stress corrosion cracking can be either intergranular type or transgranular type.
As shown in Figure 2-2(a), intergranular stress corrosion cracks propagate along the grain
boundaries. But in Figure 2-2(b), transgranular stress corrosion cracks propagate through
the grains. Such a difference in crack growth path is usually due to alloy composition and
microstructure. Grain boundary composition, e.g. Cr depletion or carbides, can be a
major reason for the intergranular cracking to occur.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-2. Types of stress corrosion cracking: (a) Intergranular SCC (Inconel heat
exchanger tube); (b) Transgranular SCC (316 stainless steel) [6]
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2.1.2 Initiation of SCC
SCC initiation on the metal requires many pre-existing factors: an unstable
passivity in an aggressive environment, surface defects, and the local tensile stress.
Cracks typically initiate from certain surface defects. These defects can be scratches, pits,
and inclusions. Some defects, especially in stainless steel, can generate Cr depletion
region which changes the local passivity. Corrosion activities on these defects are usually
higher than other areas. Certain chemical environment on the surface creates a right
chemistry/electrochemistry to promote the reaction for local passivity breakdown. A local
mechanical loading threshold, either a threshold stress or a critical concentration factor
KISCC, needs to be met in order to initiate SCC.
There are many mechanisms reported to explain the crack initiation process for
SCC. Cracks can initiate at the scratches and dents on the metal surface due to the high
local stress intensity. As shown in Figure 2-3, pit initiation under certain stress condition
can cause SCC to initiate if the local stress threshold is reached [7, 8]. Selective
dissolution of certain inclusions, grain boundary and phases are normally the most
important mechanisms in many alloys for SCC initiation. During such a selective
dissolution process, galvanic corrosion may play an important role in promoting the
corrosion rate. Free hydrogen atom on the surface, produced by hydrogen evolution
reaction, can also participate in crack initiation which leads to hydrogen embrittlement.
This type of environment assisted cracking is different from the normal SCC and will be
discussed separately.
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Figure 2-3. Crack initiation at a pit [7]

The rupture of surface film, which lasts for less than 1 second, is usually
considered as the initial step of crack initiation. This process can be activated by all
mechanisms described above. Slip steps produced by local plastic deformation on the
surface can weaken the surface film stability and promote the film breakdown [9]. A
certain amount of time, which is called induction time or incubation time, is needed
before the fracture starts.
2.1.3 Propagation of SCC
After the SCC initiation, the further growth of the crack is controlled by the
combined effect from crack tip chemistry/electrochemistry, local stress/strain, and
microstructure. The chemistry or electrochemistry at the crack tip affects the crack tip
passivity. The continuous passivation and breakdown can be a major driving force for the
brittle failure propagation. Local stress usually produces a plastic zone at the crack tip
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which assists the lattice straining. Microstructure and defects usually determine the
direction of crack growth.
There are a number of proposed SCC mechanisms, which differ in the sequence
of events and causes of local embrittlement. Figure 2-4 gives a schematic of the ratedetermining steps involved in the SCC propagation. Crack tip usually undergoes fast
anodic reaction in order to support the crack propagation. Oxidation, film breakdown and
repassivation are common reactions at crack tip. In order to support the anodic process,
cathodic reaction, such as oxygen reduction or hydrogen evolution, takes place near the
crack tip and on the crack wall. Mass transport of the reactants from the bulk solution to
the crack tip can be a limiting step for SCC propagation. The mechanical property ahead
of crack tip is modified by the plastic zone or process zone ahead of crack tip, which
controls the crack growth and local stress/strain. Clearly, the behavior at the crack tip
controls the SCC process.
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Figure 2-4. Rate-determining steps in stress corrosion crack: (1) surface reaction and
diffusion; (2) solution reaction; (3) mass transport; (4) atomic diffusion in material; (5)
mechanical failure [10]
2.1.4 SCC Mechanisms
Fundamentally, majority of SCC phenomenon can be explained by four different
mechanisms: crack tip anodic dissolution, film induced cleavage, atomic surface mobility,
and absorption induced embrittlement. Anodic dissolution is governed by the preferential
dissolution at the crack tip on the pre-existing active paths in the material, such as grain
boundary. With local plastic deformation, the stress ruptures the relatively brittle passive
film. The exposed metal at the crack tip experiences the active corrosion and fast
dissolution along some active paths. Then, oxide film can form again in order to passivate
the crack tip. These two processes repeat and produce a brittle path for the stress
corrosion crack to propagate. [11] Anodic dissolution mechanism highly depends on the
specific environment and material. Crack walls form passive film and the dissolution rate
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at the crack wall is usually orders of magnitude slower than that at the crack tip.
Therefore, a much higher value of current is expected from the crack tip area. This
dissolution controlled mechanism of SCC mostly occurs in a narrow potential range
where the passivity is thermodynamically unstable.
In comparison, film induced cleavage mechanism is mostly based on a brittle
passive film that is formed at the crack tip. Film induced cleavage is also called slip
dissolution mechanism. Local plastic strain at the crack tip ruptures the passive film and
results in the fast corrosion of the underlying metal and the crack propagation into the
base material. In this mechanism, the passivation process is thermodynamically stable
and kinetically fast. The major driving force is the local mechanical damage of the brittle
passive film due to staining, such as slip step. The brittle passive film at the crack tip
breaks down and reforms during the crack growth [12].
Compared with the two mechanisms above, the mechanism of atomic surface
mobility is unique. According to this mechanism, SCC is only possible if the materials
are exposed to the corrosive environments at temperatures less than half of the melting
temperatures of the corrosion products formed at the surface. During the corrosion
process, atoms at the crack tip diffuse away and create the movement of vacancies
towards the crack tip, which results in the crack propagation. According to this proposed
mechanism, low melting point materials and material/environment combinations that
form low melting point corrosion products are more suitable for this mechanism because
the surface mobility of metal is usually high in such systems.
Another mechanism, adsorption induced embrittlement, proposes that the
selective adsorption of chemical species decreases the bond energy at the crack tip
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thereby decreasing the mechanical integrity at the crack tip. Hydrogen embrittlement falls
into this category. The details of hydrogen embrittlement will be described separately
later.
2.2 Pitting Corrosion
2.2.1 General Definition
Engineering alloys, such as carbon steels, stainless steels and aluminum alloys
etc., are useful only because of the passive films. Nanoscale oxide layers formed on the
surface by corrosion reactions can protect alloys from further corrosion. Different from
the stress corrosion cracking, pitting corrosion is an accelerated dissolution of metals due
to the localized passive film breakdown in specific environments without local
stress/strain. The passive film breakdown during pitting is usually because of the defects
present on the metal surface and the chemical/electrochemical conditions. If the passive
film is broken down and the local corrosion activity can be sustained without
repassivation, it can result into pitting corrosion.
2.2.2 Basic Mechanism of Pitting Corrosion
Fundamental studies related to pitting corrosion usually focus on one of the
following stages [8]: (1) passive film formation and its characteristics; (2) the earliest
stage of passive film breakdown; (3) metastable pit growth and its repassivation; (4) the
growth of stable pits. Pitting corrosion is a complex but important issue for material
degradation. Sometimes, it is the reason for many corrosion failures. For instance, active
pits may lead to leaks in pressure vessels or may even become an initiation site for stress
corrosion cracking. [7]
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Many factors can be a critical for pit initiation and growth. Environment and local
chemistry is the major reason for pitting corrosion. Pits can only initiate and grow when
aggressive anionic species are present. Most of the time, chloride ions are the major
anions causing pitting. Hydrolysis of metal chloride products inside a pit may lead to
strong acidity which further leads to active dissolution on alloys that normally show
active-passive behavior. With the presence of oxidizing agents, chloride can enhance
localized corrosion significantly. In addition, chloride is a small anion with a high
diffusivity. It can easily adsorb and diffuse into the passive film to cause localized attack.
Pitting is an autocatalytic process which means that once a pit initiates on the surface, the
conditions form for its further growth. Depletion of local cathodic reactant (e.g. oxygen)
inside an active pit may results in a shift of cathodic reaction to large exposed surface,
outside the pit. Enrichment of metal cations inside the pit further attracts anionic species,
such as chloride ions, from the bulk solution. Therefore, local pH value goes down while
the anion concentration increases inside the pit. Such acidic environment again drives the
pit growth.
Besides the environment, other factors such as potential, alloy composition and
microstructure, temperature, stochastic processes related to microstructure, and potential
inhibitors in the solution may all influence the pitting corrosion. Studies showed that the
pitting corrosion only occurs under certain characteristic potential range. Pits initiate at
potentials above the pitting potential (Ep), and grows at the potentials above repassivation
potential (Er), which is usually lower than EP. The locations of Ep, Er, and corrosion
potential (Ecorr) are shown in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5. Schematic of a typical cyclic polarization curve

Regarding the material composition and microstructure, pits almost always start at
the surface sites where exhibit chemical or physical heterogeneity, such as inclusions,
second phase particles, grain boundaries, mechanical defects and dislocations. For
instance, pitting in stainless steel is often associated with MnS inclusion, while pitting in
Al alloys is more related to inter-metallic particles.
2.3 Hydrogen Embrittlement
2.3.1 General Definition
Hydrogen embrittlement is the most important type of absorption induced failure
phenomenon in metals. During selective absorption, specific species may be adsorbed on
the surface and diffused into the metal lattice in order to reduce the surface energy. Such
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a process can interact with the strained bonds ahead of the crack tip and induce a
reduction in the bond strength.
Hydrogen embrittlement process is due to the absorption of atomic hydrogen on
the surface. Since hydrogen atom is small, it presents a higher diffusivity in the metal
lattice. The atomic hydrogen tends to diffuse to the area with higher tensile strain and
triaxial stresses, like the crack tip. Any dislocation or imperfection at the crack tip can act
as an initiation site for hydrogen absorption. Brittle fracture of the local area causes the
crack to propagate. Hydrogen may also react with alloying elements and make brittle
phases that may cause embrittlement.
2.3.2 Mechanism of Hydrogen Embrittlement
Figure 2-6 shows the local chemistry and electrochemistry inside a crack which
may be related to the hydrogen generation [13]. Though the solution is under aeration, the
solution close to the crack tip tends to be depleted of oxygen due to its consumption in
the reduction reaction on the crack wall. Due to the de-aeration inside the crack, the
corrosion potential of the metal surface inside the crack is more negative than that of the
external surface. In this case, the cathodic reactants in the external solution, including
hydrogen (H+), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and bicarbonate (HCO3-) will tend to be
consumed by reaction in the crack. Under some specific conditions, the production of
hydrogen by chemical or electrochemical reactions will become dominant and promote
the anodic activity.
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Figure 2-6. Schematic of the chemistry and electrochemistry inside a crack [13]

Throughout the whole hydrogen embrittlement process, three key components are
necessary in order to understand the crack evolution. Firstly, in an established
environment, the generation of hydrogen and its kinetics is critical to establish a stable
hydrogen flow to embrittle the metallic material. In some cases, hydrogen-producing
cathodic reaction is not a thermodynamically favorable reaction during the corrosion
process. Secondly, the transport stage of atomic hydrogen is very important for the initial
embrittlement. Hydrogen has to be adsorbed at the surface and then absorbed into the
material by either lattice diffusion or dislocation transport to internal defects. The kinetics
of surface recombination reaction, leading to molecular hydrogen, and passivation may
17

also affect this process. Thirdly, a proper local stress condition and strain change has to
be maintained in order to support the brittle crack propagation.
There are a number of mechanisms proposed to explain the hydrogen
embrittlement process. These mechanisms highly depend on the type of material,
environment, and the stress condition. Three major mechanistic models are: (1) hydride
mechanism; (2) hydrogen enhanced decohesion; (3) hydrogen enhanced local plasticity.
Hydride mechanism is controlled by the formation and cleavage of hydride under
stressed condition [14]. In systems such as titanium, tantalum, zirconium, uranium, and
niobium, the formation of hydride is thermodynamically favorable under certain
condition. Since hydride is usually brittle, the local tensile stress can breakdown the
hydride and lead to a crack propagation. Then, hydride can reform. These two processes
repeat and result in the fracture of material.
Hydrogen enhanced decohesion mechanism is one of the oldest model for
hydrogen embrittlement. According to this mechanism, under the tensile strength field,
such as crack tip area, welding region, and dislocation clusters, the solubility of hydrogen
can increase. The increased hydrogen concentration in those regions can result in a
decrease in the atomic binding forces of the metal lattice, which leads to a crack growth
along pre-determined paths, such as grain boundary or other weakly passivated matrix.
Hydrogen enhanced local plasticity (HELP) is another popular model which has
been observed in a variety of materials with BCC, FCC, and HCP lattice structures. It is
the most recent mechanism proposed for explaining hydrogen embrittlement [15-17].
Similar to hydrogen enhanced decohesion mechanism, the pre-requisite of this model is
that hydrogen tends to accumulate in the field of stress at crack tip and dislocations.
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According to this mechanism, the presence of hydrogen inside the lattice decreases the
barrier to dislocation movement and increases the plastic deformation ahead of the crack
tip. Hydrogen tends to surround the crack tip due to the facilitated slip process or the
effect of stress on the chemical potential of the hydrogen. Due to the shielding effect of
hydrogen, the dislocation movement takes place at low shearing stress, which is caused
by the local decrease in the yield stress by hydrogen. This enhances local plasticity in the
region of crack. Micro-cracks can be produced by the formation of micro pores and
shearing.
Hydrogen permeation test is the most common method for hydrogen study [18].
The hydrogen flux through a membrane is measured to determine the availability and
concentration of hydrogen. The permeation can be divided into three stages. Each stage
provides its own resistance to the measured hydrogen flux. The first stage is hydrogen
entry. The thickness of the permeation membrane must be sufficiently large to minimize
the resistance of this first stage. The second stage is hydrogen diffusion through the
membrane. Larger membrane thickness makes this stage the largest resistance for
permeation process. The final stage is the hydrogen exit from the membrane. A suitable
anodic potential has to be applied in order to ionize all the exiting hydrogen and generate
measurable anodic current.
2.4 Previous Research on Corrosion in Alcoholic Environments
Compared to the corrosion research in aqueous environments, corrosion behavior
of metallic materials in non-aqueous, especially alcoholic, environments are much less
understood. The main reason is that most industrial applications of structural materials
are related to the aqueous environments. Corrosion in alcoholic environmnets was not a
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major concern in industry. However, in recent years, with the increasing demand for
alternative energy to reduce carbon emission and dependence on petroleum products,
biofuels, such as bioethanol, biobutanol and biodiesel, become possible sustainable
energy sources. Among them, bioethanol (sugarcane, corn-based, and cellulosic ethanol)
is immediately available for use in current combustion engine systems. In the United
States, up to 10% fuel-grade ethanol (FGE) is blended into the gasoline. Due to the
increasing demand for FGE, understanding the possible degradation behavior of metallic
materials, especially the pipeline carbon steel, which may come in contact with these
fuels, becomes crucial.
2.4.1 Stress Corrosion Cracking in Alcoholic Environments
Stress corrosion cracking in ethanolic environments has been reported and
investigated since the 1980s [19-23]. Most of these early studies on alcoholic SCC in
literature were based on phenomenological observations. In recent years, fuel-grade
ethanol attracts a lot of interests in the corrosion community. One critical concern in
using the existing gas-pipelines to transport the fuel-grade ethanol or blended fuel is the
potential stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of carbon steel pipelines in these
environments.
The first report, published by American Petroleum Institute (API) in 2003,
provides a survey of published literature and service experience with SCC of carbon steel
in FGE in industry [1]. As shown in Figure 2-7, the report suggests that pipeline carbon
steel is susceptible to stress corrosion cracking in FGE especially close to the welding
region which contains higher residual stress.
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Figure 2-7. Crack observed under the ethanol pipeline [1]

Since then, a number of groups worked on the phenomenological study of SCC in
FGE. These studies have confirmed that the SCC is the major failure mode for ethanol
transportation through carbon steel pipelines. [2, 3] As shown in Figure 2-8, SCC of
carbon steel can be reproduced in the lab using ethanol fuel and simulated fuel-grade
ethanol. Both transgranular and intergranular SCC have been reported in different labs.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-8. Stress corrosion crack research from various labs: (a) SCC of steel equipment
in fuel ethanol; (b) SCC in SFGE

Impurities such as chloride, water, and methanol have been reported to influence
the SCC susceptibility as well as the SCC mode. Methanol and chloride were observed to
be important for determining the crack morphology, intergranular or transgranular [3].
Laboratory studies on the simulated fuel grade ethanol have typically shown a mixed
mode SCC (both transgranular and intergranular) on pipeline steels. The dissolved
oxygen level in the ethanol controls the SCC initiation and the surface electrochemical
potential. Most of the impurities and other constituents in the FGE originate from the
source, production processes used, storage, or transportation. However, degradation of
ethanol by either electrochemical or chemical reactions is also considered as a reason that
may generate impurities and affect the SCC of carbon steel [24]. Jiang et al. [25] reported
that the acetic acid produced by ethanol degradation provided protons and promoted
stress corrosion cracking of titanium alloys in ethanolic environments. As shown in
Figure 2-9, SCC was found to occur in a narrow range of potential (0V to 200mV vs.
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Ag/AgCl/ethanol) [3]. In addition, the open circuit potential varies with environmental
factors.

Figure 2-9. Effect of corrosion potential on SCC susceptibility [3]

While some phenomenological understanding of bioethanol SCC slowly emerged
from the published research [1-3], the basic stress corrosion cracking mechanism
governing the crack initiation and growth remained unclear. Mechanisms of stress
corrosion cracking have been thoroughly studied in various aqueous environments. [12,
26-31] In most of these systems, local breakdown of the passive film and repassivation
under certain stress conditions are critical to SCC initiation. [32-34] Crack propagation is
mainly dominated by two kinds of mechanisms: one controlled by the anodic dissolution
at the crack tip within a certain potential range [11], the other possibility is due to the
embrittlement by hydrogen produced from cathodic reactions. [35] However, very few
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studies were designed to understand the fundamental mechanism in alcoholic
environments. Corrosion work on alcoholic solvents was generally carried out in
methanol-based environments rather than in ethanol-based environments [19-21]. The
repassivation kinetics has been considered as one important factor to determine SCC
activity in methanol. A good correlation between SCC transition potential and
repassivation potential was reported in methanolic solution [19]. SCC occurs only when
the specimen potential is higher the repassivation potential.

In ethanolic environment, the only published mechanistic study is the theoretical
review by Newman [24]. The work suggested that the anodic dissolution is more likely a
controlling factor for stress corrosion cracking in ethanol instead of the hydrogen related
mechanisms. Newman [24] also suggested that the oxidation products of ethanol could
drive corrosion of the crack tip and its complex effects can possibly lead to intergranular
SCC. Transgranular SCC in ethanol could be more close to the SCC in CO-CO2-H2O
system.
2.4.2 Corrosion and Electrochemistry in Alcoholic Environments
Similar to SCC study, relatively small volume of work has been reported in
literature on the corrosion behavior in non-aqueous alcoholic environments. Most prior
corrosion work focused on methanol system [36-40]. The work by Heitz [23] showed that
metals usually exhibit different and complicated electrochemical behavior in nonaqueous solvent compared to that in aqueous solution. Corrosion potential, passivity and
passive film breakdown are easily varied by the impurities in the solution. In ethanolic
environments, corrosion and pitting, as well as their related anodic and cathodic
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electrochemical behavior, have been documented since 1980s [4, 5, 41]. Water
concentration, sulphate, and acidity have been reported as critical factors increasing the
pitting corrosion susceptibility [4, 5, 19]. Repassivation kinetics is slowed by impurities,
e.g. water, resulting in an increase in the pitting susceptibility [42]. Role of water has also
been widely studied in alcoholic environment. Water may act as oxygen donor to
promote passivation process on metal surface and stabilize the passive layer. [36, 43]
Brossia et al. [37] have shown that even a small amount of water is effective in the
formation of a passive film in the acidic methanol solutions.
The major difficulty in studying the electrochemical corrosion behavior of alloys
in ethanol system is the high solution resistivity [3, 44]. Although work has been done to
understand metal electrochemistry in ethanolic solution, most of them required either
high salt impurity concentration or supporting electrolyte [41, 42, 45]. It was reported
that supporting electrolyte could possibly influence the passivity of metal in ethanolic
solution [44]. As shown in Figure 2-10, the supporting electrolytes in ethanol usually
play a critical role in changing the electrochemical conditions during corrosion process.
Anodic behaviors of tested metals were easily changed due to the supporting electrolyte.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-10. The effects of different supporting electrolytes on the corrosion
electrochemical behaviors in ethanol: (a) effect of perchlorate; (b) the differences
between DEA and perchlorate

In reality, a commercial fuel-grade ethanol usually contains minimum amount of
impurities, which results in an extremely low ionic strength. Work with high
concentrations of impurities easily alter the surface behavior of metals and cannot explain
the reaction mechanism in FGE. IR compensation (automatic and manually adjusted) has
been used in FGE to accommodate for the high solution resistance [3], which showed
some difficulties in data interpretation. Up to now, limited systematic work has been
reported to address the corrosion related electrochemistry in ethanolic solutions with a
low ionic strength.
Thermodynamics of iron in ethanol is quite different from that in water. Shown in
Figure 2-11 are the Pourbaix diagram calculated for pure ethanol and ethanol with 400
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ppm water [3]. Clearly, even with a small amount of water addition, the thermodynamic
equilibrium state on iron surface changes. This suggests that the electrochemistry and
corrosion behavior of carbon steel in ethanol can change dramatically by a little water
present.

Figure 2-11. Calculated Pourbaix diagram for pure ethanol and ethanol with 500 ppm
water addition
2.4.3 Cathodic Reactions and Hydrogen Uptake in Alcoholic Environments
As the counter part of corrosion reaction, cathodic activities in the solution also
play an important role in controlling the corrosion kinetics and possible hydrogen
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production. The latter reaction may further induce the hydrogen related embrittlement
fracture under certain conditions. However, compared to the anodic behavior, no
systematic work has been reported on understanding the cathodic corrosion reactions in
ethanolic environments, specially oxygen reduction and hydrogen evolution. Although
the oxygen and hydrogen related electro-catalytic activities in alcohols (both methanol
and ethanol) have brought lots of attentions due to the fuel cell research in recent years
[46, 47], the cathodic electrocatalytic reactions in those systems exhibit very different
mechanisms and kinetics and can not be used to interpret the ethanol corrosion of steel.
Regarding the metallic corrosion process, most of the early cathodic studies still focused
on methanol. The cathodic polarization study reported by Bellucci et al. [38] showed the
discharge of free protons and the reduction of residual oxygen generate a wide range of
limiting current densities in methanol under de-aeration. As shown in Figure 2-12,
hydrogen reduction can only be reached below -1 V vs SCE under de-aeration. This value
is far below the normal corrosion potential. Neither the discharge of water nor that of
methanol can significantly contribute to the corrosion process. In comparison, in oxygen
saturated methanol, the cathodic reactions are not affected by additions of water and acid.
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Figure 2-12. Cathodic polarization curves for platinum in CH3OH+10-1 M LiClO4 [38]

Heitz [23] proposed that water, produced by cathodic reaction, may play a more
significant role on the corrosion in organic solvents. Further study by Bellucci et al. [48],
as shown in Figure 2-13, reported that the first cathodic reaction below the free corrosion
potential of various metallic materials in methanol corresponds to the reduction of preexisting oxides.

Figure 2-13. Cathodic polarization of ferritic stainless steel in methanolic solution [48]
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The investigation by Brossia et al. [37] reported that water is not electro-active in
the potential range relevant to iron corrosion in methanol. Their results also indicated that
the proton reduction kinetics is faster than oxygen reduction in methanol. In the methanol
environment with the addition of hydrochloric acid (HCl), Brossia et al. [37] proposed a
preferential protonation mechanism which causes the decrease of proton mobility due to
the slight increase (< 0.5 wt%) in water content. This process may result in the decrease
in corrosion activity.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL

3.1 Materials and Testing Environments
3.1.1 Materials and Sample Design
The pipeline steel used for this study is X-65 carbon steel. The nominal chemical
composition of this low-carbon steel is shown in Table 3-1. The mechanical properties of
this grade of steel is also shown in Table 3-2. Samples used in this work were machined
out of a new X-65 pipe under as-received condition.

Table 3-1. The chemical composition of as-received X-65 carbon steel.
Type

C
wt%

Mn
wt%

P
wt%

Al
wt%

Si
wt%

S
wt%

Cr
wt%

Ni
wt%

Cu
wt%

Fe
wt%

X-65

0.08

1.26

0.01

0.041

0.24

0.002

0.03

0.01

0.015

Bal.

Table 3-2. The mechanical properties of as-received X-65 carbon steel
Yield Stress
Type
X-65

UTS

ksi

MPa

ksi

MPa

69.3

478

81.3

561

Various sample geometries were fabricated for different purposes. Two different
kinds of tensile samples (smooth and notched) were machined for the slow strain rate
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tests based on the ASTM standard G 129 [49]. The schematics of sample geometries are
shown in Figure 3-1. The smooth tensile sample provides an opportunity to get the
random crack initiation, which is critical for studying initiation site. In comparison, the
notched tensile sample fixes the crack initiation at the notch root where the stress
intensity is the maximum, which helps to monitor crack propagation process. In addition,
a notched tensile sample with the shorter gauge length, 0.25 inch, were also applied in
some tests, as shown in Figure 3-1(c). The purpose of this short gauge length sample is to
minimize the corrosion activity from the gauge shoulder and maximize the signal from
the crack at the notch root. This design benefits the EIS study during crack propagation,
which will be described in detail later. All tensile samples were machined along the
rolling direction and the pipe axis. The surfaces of tested specimens were dry-polished up
to 2000 grit and degreased with acetone, and dried in blowing air. Tensile specimens
were polished longitudinally to prevent the SCC initiation due to the circumferential
polishing scratches.

(a)
0.125 in.

0.125 in.
0.25 in.

1.0 in.
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(b)

60o Notch
Detail:

60o

0.01 in.

0.125 in.
0.125 in.
0.25 in.
1.0 in.

(c)

60o Notch
Detail:

60o

0.01 in.

0.125 in.

0.125 in.
0.25 in.

0.25 in.
Figure 3-1. SSRT round tensile sample gauge geometry: (a) smooth sample; (b) notched
sample; (c) short-gauge notched sample

Cylindrical samples (6.2 mm in diameter, 15 mm in length) and flat square
coupons (14 mm x 14 mm x 4 mm) were machined for electrochemical tests and long-
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term exposure tests, respectively. The flat square membrane specimens (40 mm in length
and width, 1.5 mm in thickness) were machined for hydrogen permeation test. All
specimens were dry-polished up to 2000 grit and degreased with acetone, and finally
dried in blowing air. The actual dimension of each sample after polishing was measured
before the test for current density calculation. All electrochemical tests were started
immediately after the polishing and cleaning.
3.1.2 Testing Environments
Since the commercial fuel-grade ethanol from different refineries may show
various compositions, a standardized testing environment is necessary for consistent
mechanistic study. Based on the ASTM standard D-4806 for fuel-grade ethanol, the
simulated fuel-grade ethanol solution was made using 200 proof ethanol, pure methanol,
glacial acetic acid, pure NaCl and NaOH (purities >99%), and ultra pure water (~18
MΩ/cm) [3, 50]. All test solutions were prepared using analytical grade reagents and
deionized water. Sodium chloride used for making the SFGE was dried at 150oC to
remove any adsorbed water. Chemical composition of the baseline simulated fuel-grade
ethanol (SFGE) used in this study is shown in Table 3-3.

Table 3-3. Composition of simulated fuel-grade ethanol (SFGE) used in this study based
on ASTM D 4806.
Ethanol
(vol%)

Methanol
(vol%)

Water
(vol%)

NaCl
(mg/L)

Acetic Acid
(mg/L)

98.5

0.5

1.0

53

56
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The ethanol chemistry variables of SFGE were adjusted in order to investigate
their effects on corrosion susceptibility. Without any further description, the name
“SFGE” in this paper refers to a baseline composition standardized in Table 3-3. In some
parts of this thesis, the names “acidic SFGE”, “neutral SFGE”, and “alkaline SFGE” were
also used to distinguish the pHe in the solution, which were formulated with 56 mg/L
acetic acid, no added acetic acid and NaOH, and 50 mg/L NaOH, respectively. NaOH
was first dissolved into water, and then added into ethanol to reach the specified NaOH
and water concentrations. Aeration and de-aeration of SFGE solutions were carried out
by bubbling dry air or nitrogen through the test solution. The oxygen level in the tested
SFGE solutions were controlled by bubbling dry oxygen and nitrogen mixture under
certain ratio through the test solution. The flow rate of the purging gas was always fixed
at 100 ml/min.

3.2 Slow Strain Rate Test
Stress corrosion cracking of carbon steel in ethanolic environments was studied
using the slow strain rate test method with and without the electrochemical measurements.
Although the in-service pipelines do not experience loading conditions like SSRT, but
this accelerated test provides reliable information on SCC susceptibility and has been
used to study SCC of carbon steels in FGE [3, 51] and other environments. A glass cell
with PTFE end caps was used to form a reaction chamber, as shown in Figure 3-2. SFGE
solutions were aerated during tests by passing dry-air through the testing solution. The
testing cell and the gas-purge system were designed to eliminate the evaporation of the
ethanol and the adsorption of water from atmosphere. The variation in the ethanol
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chemistry was maintained within 5% of the values during a 6-day test (based on the post
chemical analysis). Smooth and notched tensile samples were used for different purposes,
as described before. Initial strain rate was controlled based on the crack tip creep property
of the carbon pipeline steel. For SCC susceptibility test, the range of initial strain rate
used for the tensile tests was from 1x10-7 /sec to 2x10-6 /sec. For the mechanistic study,
the smooth samples were tested under a constant extension rate giving an initial strain
rate of 2x10-6 /sec, while the notched sample was tested under an extension strain rate of
8x10-7 /sec. The choices of these strain rates offer two things: (1) reasonable cracking
susceptibility; (2) short testing time to eliminate the effect of chloride leakage from
reference electrode [52].
For the notched sample, all the stress curves reported in this thesis is the notchroot maximum stress. Based on the initial sample and notch geometry, the initial stress
concentration factor (Kt) at the notch root is calculated using the Kt plot in literature [53].
It should be noted that Kt normally changes with an increase in the crack depth.
Therefore, after the large crack forms, the plot of this stress only represents the evolution
of loading.
Electrochemical measurement during SSRT test has been proven to possibly
affect the cracking susceptibility determination due to the small chloride leakage from the
reference electrode [51]. We observed a significant amount of chloride leakage through a
standard vycor glass frit from Princeton Applied Research. Electrophoresis analysis of
SFGE after electrochemical tests revealed that the chloride leakage through the vycor
glass frit was of the order of 43.5mg/L after one week. However, the liquid volume in the
salt bridge, which contained a 1M LiCl ethanol supporting electrolyte, did not change
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during the same testing duration. At room temperature, the surface tension of ethanol in
air is about 22 dynes/cm, while that of water is about 72 dynes/cm. [54] Such chloride ion
leakage may be due to the better wetting property of the ethanol supporting electrolyte in
a porous glass structure. Therefore, the SCC susceptibility tests in this study are pure
tensile test without the electrochemical measurement, unless otherwise specified. During
the mechanistic study, electrochemical measurements were carried out. However, the test
durations for those SSRT were limited to a relatively short period.
The picture in Figure 3-2 shows the detailed setup for the SSRT test with
electrochemical measurement. The test rig applied a constant extension rate on the tested
sample. The air purged into the test solution was kept dry from the inlet to outlet of the
test cell.

Figure 3-2. Experimental setup for SSRT test in the lab
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3.3 Electrochemical Measurements
Potentiodynamic polarization, in-situ open circuit potential (OCP) monitoring,
potentiostatic current acquisition and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
were used to understand the electrochemical behavior of carbon steel in this study.
Electrochemical tests without stress were carried out using a Gamry PC4 or
Gamry Reference-600 electrochemical measurement system in a sealed three-electrode
electrochemical testing cell. A silver-silver chloride based reference electrode for ethanol
(SSCE), noted with the configuration of Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH, was used in this study
[3, 51, 55]. The vycor glass frit from Princeton Applied Research was used to construct
the glass reference electrode. The pure silver wire was chloridized by galvanostatically
polarized at 0.4 mA/cm2 in 1M HCl aqueous solution for 2 hours. The obtained wire
(with AgCl coating) was stored in the sealed 200 proof ethanol beaker for 24 hours
before the construction of reference electrode. Pure ethanol with 1M LiCl (from Mettler
Toledo) was filled in reference electrode as electrolyte.
All samples were dry-polished to 2000 grit and then immediately immersed in the
test cell. Tested SFGE solutions usually exhibit high solution resistances. To avoid any
possible influence on the corrosion potential and the anodic behavior of carbon steel [44],
supporting electrolytes were not added to the SFGE test solutions in this study. Due to the
low ionic strength of SFGE, the test cell and specimen geometries were optimized, as
shown in Figure 3-3. With this design, the working electrode (WE) had a reasonably
large surface area with minimum distance from both the counter electrode (CE) and the
reference electrode (RE). The distances between the counter electrode, the testing sample,
and the reference electrode were kept constant for every test. Therefore; automatic IR
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compensation could be applied even at a relatively high polarization potential. Detailed
effects of ohmic drop, or IR drop, on electrochemical measurements are discussed later.
This cell design, with automatic IR compensation, enabled us to overcome the high
solution resistivity and perform reliable electrochemical tests using the voltage control
capability of a standard potentiostat.

CE

WE

RE

1.5mm

1.5mm

WE

RE

CE
6.2mm

Side View

Top View

Figure 3-3. Schematic of the electrochemical cell design for an ethanolic solution with a
low ionic strength (WE, CE, and RE refer to working electrode, counter electrode, and
reference electrode, respectively)

Figure 3-4 shows the geometry of the testing cell for the electrochemical
measurement during SSRT test. The distance between the counter electrode (CE) and the
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working electrode (WE) is fixed at 2mm, and the distance between the reference
electrode (RE) and the working electrode (WE) is fixed at 5mm for every test.

Gas-in CE WE

Gas-out

RE

2mm

5mm

WE

RE

CE

Side View

Top View

Figure 3-4. Electrochemical cell geometry with characteristic dimensions for SSRT test

Phase angle analysis using EIS was also used in this study in order to understand
the detailed mechanism during the crack propagation. During EIS measurement, the
electrochemical measurements were carried out continuously in such a way that every 50
minutes of OCP or potentiostatic measurement was followed by an EIS measurement,
throughout the SSRT. The automatic IR compensation was applied for all tests due to the
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high resistivity of SFGE. The impedance was measured with an applied ac voltage of 10
mV in the frequency range from 100 Hz to 0.01 Hz.
To study the cathodic reactions possible in ethanol environment, cathodic
polarization tests were carried out with different environmental conditions. If no
additional description was made in the figure, the cathodic potentiodynamic scan was
carried out from OCP to negative cathodic potentials at a scan rate of 1 mV/s with
automatic IR compensation. EIS measurement does not have the automatic IR
compensation function. Therefore, pre-calculation for IR correction is needed to
determine the real applied dc potential value before EIS test. All EIS tests were started
with a cathodic pre-polarization at the tested potential for 500 seconds to ensure a steady
state. The applied ac amplitude was 10 - 20 mV with an analysis frequency ranging from
0.01 Hz to 100 kHz. The EIS curve fitting was carried out using ZView® by Scribner
Associates Inc.

3.4 Long-term Exposure Corrosion Tests
Long-term exposure corrosion test was used in this study to evaluate the corrosion
susceptibility of carbon steel coupon in SFGE with different ethanol chemistry and
dissolved oxygen level. These tests were carried out in 250mL glass flasks for 8 days at
room temperature. Compositional changes in the prepared solution for exposure tests
were reported in the results and discussion section. A special circulating gas-purge
system was designed to avoid the evaporation of the ethanol and the adsorption of water
from atmosphere. Flat square samples (14 mm x 14 mm x 4 mm) were placed in glass
sample holders, designed to minimize the contact area. After test, the specimens were
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immediately cleaned with acetone, dried, and stored in vacuum box. Overall weight loss,
pit size and pit density were measured after 8-day exposure by removing the corrosion
film from the surface. Pitting data reported for each test condition is from ten randomly
selected areas on two identically tested samples. The average value and the standard
deviation are both given in the figures in this paper. Surface and the polished crosssection were characterized using optical and scanning electron microscopes.

3.5 Hydrogen Permeation Test
The electrochemical hydrogen permeation tests were carried out using a modified
Devanathan-Stachurski hydrogen permeation cell based on ASTM standard G-148 [18].
The schematic of the permeation cell is shown in Figure 3-5.

RE1 WE1
Gas in 1

RE2

CE2
Gas Gas
out 2 in 2

Gas out 1

Sample

CE1 WE2

Cell 1: Charging Cell

Cell 2: Oxidation Cell

Figure 3-5. Schematic of the hydrogen permeation cell
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Thickness of the X-65 carbon steel membrane specimen, which was sandwiched
between the oxidation cell and the charging cell, was around 1.5 mm. Due to the high
resistivity in SFGE, both counter and reference electrodes in the charging cell were
placed very close to the permeation membrane to reduce the effect of IR drop during
polarization. Similar to the electrochemical testing cell described earlier, the circulating
gas-purge system was used so that no ethanol evaporation and moisture absorption took
place during the permeation test. The specimen was dry-polished to 2000 grit finish and
immediately assembled into the cell. The sample exposure area was around 3.1 cm2. The
charging cell was filled with the SFGE solution under various potentials and oxygen
partial pressures. The charging was conducted at OCP or constant applied potential. The
ethanol reference electrode, Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl, EtOH, was used in hydrogen charging
cell. In the oxidation cell, the membrane specimen was immersed in 0.1 M NaOH
solution and polarized at a constant potential of 300 mV vs a standard saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) with nitrogen bubbling.

3.6 Chemical Analysis
Analytical chemistry tools were used to determine and control the chemical
composition of the test solution. Water concentration in ethanol solutions, before and
after the test, was measured by the Karl-Fisher titration using an Aquastar titrator V-1B.
The value of pHe, which stands for the pH value in ethanol, was used to quantify the acid
strength in SFGE. pHe is an engineering term defined by ASTM standard to quickly
estimate and compare acid strength (proton strength) in ethanol fuel. An Orion ROSSTM
sure-flow pH electrode was used for this purpose. Based on the ASTM standard [56],
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pHe measurement was carried out in a 50mL beaker under stirring. After immersing the
electrode in solution for 30 seconds, the value was recorded as the pHe value for the
tested solution. The dissolved oxygen concentration in SFGE was measured using
PolestarTM DSP 3000 optical oxygen probe (for ethanol). With the optical oxygen probe,
the partial pressure of oxygen was measured. The dissolved oxygen concentration was
calculated using Henry’s law, with the mathematical formula of C=P/k. C is the dissolved
oxygen concentration in ethanol. P is the partial pressure of oxygen in ethanol. k is
Henry’s constant and equal to 10360 Pa m3 mol-1 at 293 K [57]. Concentrations of cations
such as iron and sodium were determined using inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
spectroscopy, and anions such as chloride were determined using electrophoresis method.

3.7 Microstructure and Physical Characterization
Surface morphology was characterized using a Nikon Optiphot-2 optical
microscope. A LEO 1530 thermally-assisted field emission scanning electron microscope
(SEM) coupled with energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) was employed to characterize
the surface microstructure and chemical composition. Surface film characterization and
phase identification were done using Philips XRG 3100 X-ray diffraction (XRD) system.
Crack density and crack growth velocity for the carbon steel X-65 were quantified
after each SSRT. The failed tensile samples were sectioned, mounted, and polished to 0.5
µm finish. A 2% Nital solution was used to etch the microstructure to show the grain
structure and to determine the mode of the stress corrosion crack path. On the fracture
surface, the crack depth after SSRT was characterized by measuring 10 equally-spaced
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positions around the fracture surface. Their average and an error bar with maximum and
minimum values are reported in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 4
PHENOMENOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF STRESS
CORROSION CRACKING OF CARBON STEEL IN SIMULATED
FUEL-GRADE ETHANOL: THE EFFECTS OF ETHANOL
CHEMISTRY, TESTING CONDITION AND MATERIAL

In order to understand the stress corrosion susceptibility of carbon steel in
simulated fuel-grade ethanol environment, slow strain rate test was used to evaluate the
crack initiation and propagation rate. The key factor which affects the SCC susceptibility
in this environment is the ethanol chemistry and the testing condition. In this chapter,
ethanol chemistry as well as other testing conditions, such as oxygen level and strain rate,
was systematically reported. Chemical and mechanical factors which contribute to the
SCC were studied in detail. The study also includes typical crack morphology and crackto-pitting transition. Inclusions were identified as possible sites for crack initiation.
4.1 Effect of Strain Rate
Initial strain rates were varied between 1x10-7 /sec to 2x10-6 /sec. Figure 4-1
shows the effect of strain rate on the crack density and crack velocity in aerated standard
SFGE which contains 1% water. The crack density was found to increase with a decrease
in the initial strain rate, while the crack velocity decreased with a decrease in the strain
rate. Although the sample tested at the lowest strain rate, 1x10-7 /sec, exhibited the
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slowest crack velocity, it also resulted into the deepest crack for the tested strain rates.
The lower crack velocity at lower strain rates is consistent with the longer testing time.
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Figure 4-1. Evolution of crack density and crack growth velocity with strain rate in SFGE

The reduction in area and %-elongation under three different strain rates are
shown in Figure 4-2. Results show that both the reduction in area and the %-elongation
decreased with a decrease in the strain rate. Nishimura and Maeda also reported a linear
relationship between the %-elongation and log (strain rate) and interpreted this effect to
indicate that SCC is the predominant process within this strain rate range. [9] An
increased tendency for brittle fracture indicates that the SCC susceptibility is higher at
lower strain rates. SCC is strongly controlled by the interplay between the creep rate
ahead of the crack tip which breakdowns the passivity, and the repassivation at the crack
tip. [58] The low kinetics of crack tip repassivation in this system may be the reason for
the higher SCC susceptibility at lower strain rates.
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Figure 4-2. Area reduction and %-elongation as a function of applied initial strain rate in
SFGE

4.2 Effect of Chloride
To study the effect of chloride in SFGE with 1% water on the SCC behavior of
carbon steels, the chloride concentration was varied between 0 mg/L to 70 mg/L. Results
in Figure 4-3 show the crack density and the crack growth velocity for the SFGE vs.
chloride concentration. Results indicate that both the crack density and the crack velocity
increased with an increase in the chloride concentration in the SFGE. Duplicate SSRT
samples tested in the SFGE solution without chloride did not show any signs of SCC.
However, the rate of increase in the crack density and the crack velocity decreased as the
chloride concentration increased. Even a small amount of chloride can generate a strong
effect on SCC of carbon steel in SFGE. Chloride is an active anion which reduces the
stability of passive film of various alloys in ethanolic solution. [19, 59] This explains its
role in the initiation and growth of stress corrosion cracks in the SFGE containing
chlorides.
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Figure 4-3. Evolution of crack density and crack growth velocity with chloride
concentration in SFGE

Reduction in area and %-elongation for the SSRT samples as a function of
chloride content in SFGE are shown in Figure 4-4. Both the area reduction and %elongation decrease with an increase in the chloride concentration.
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Figure 4-4. Evolution of area reduction and %-elongation with chloride concentration in
SFGE

Figure 5 shows that the iron concentration (both dissolved and suspended) in
solution, measured using ICP method after the test, changed with the chloride
concentration. The results indicate that, in addition to stress corrosion cracking, an

Fe Cation Concentration (mg/L)

increase in the chloride content can also increase the metal dissolution rate in SFGE.
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Figure 4-5. Concentration of dissolved iron in solution with the change of chloride
amount after SSRT
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4.3 Effect of Water

Typically, water is present in fuel grade ethanol, and it may affect its reactivity
and corrosivity towards carbon steel. To investigate this, the extra water, zero to 5 vol.%,
was added to make various SFGE solutions. Pre-analysis showed that SFGE without
adding water had ~500 ppm water in it. Water has been shown to be an important factor
in the passivation of various alloys in different alcoholic environments. [36, 37, 43, 48]
Water is a polar molecule similar to the ethanol. However, electrochemically, aqueous
solvents are significantly different from ethanolic solvents due to the differences in
molecular solvation. The thermodynamics and kinetics of metal passivation also change
with the addition of water in ethanolic environments. [36, 60, 61] Results in Figure 4-6
show the changes in the crack density and velocity as a function of water concentration in
SFGE. SFGE with 1% water showed the highest crack density and crack velocity for the
tested environments. Carbon steel in SFGE without water exhibited lower SCC
susceptibility than in SFGE with 1% water. The results also show that carbon steel did
not show signs of SCC when the water content of SFGE was increased to 5%. Although
the carbon steel did not show SCC in the SFGE with 5% water, the samples showed a
higher tendency for pitting corrosion and general corrosion.
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Figure 4-6. Evolution of crack density and crack growth velocity with water
concentration in SFGE

Figure 4-7 shows the changes in the area reduction and %-elongation vs. water
concentration, which indicate a similar SCC susceptibility trend as shown by more direct
measurements in Figure 4-6.
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In Figure 4-8, ICP analysis of SFGE solutions after SSRT revealed that the
solutions with no added water and 5% water both had higher concentration of dissolved
iron than the SFGE with 1% water content. It has been reported that the water can act as
an oxygen donor in the passivation process on metal surface, which stabilize the passive
layer. [36, 43] In an anhydrous solution, a stable oxide film may not form to passivate the
surface well, causing a fast dissolution rate for carbon steel. Poor passivity at the crack
tip of the carbon steel in SFGE without water may also decrease its susceptibility to the
SCC, possibly due to the blunting of the crack tip. The addition of a small amount of
water (~1%) in the SFGE mixture seems to increase the anodic film kinetics [48],
resulting in less general dissolution, but increasing the SCC susceptibility. Much higher
water content (~5%) in ethanolic solution results in a thicker film, causing pitting and
general corrosion, but eliminating SCC.
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Figure 4-8. Concentration of dissolved iron in solution with the change of water amount
after SSRT
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4.4 Effect of pHe
pHe in a water/ethanol mixed system strongly depends on the concentration of
water in ethanol. In an organic solution mixed with water, such as ethanolic solution,
strong solvation may change the electrolyte structures on the electrode/solvent interface
and in the solution. [36] Such behavior can strongly affect the mobility and concentration
of free protons. [37] Figure 4-9 shows the change of pHe vs. water concentration in
SFGE. Results show that with the same amount of acetic acid (5.6mg/L) present, the pHe
decreases as water concentration is increased in SFGE. Molecule ionization strongly
depends on the water/ethanol solvation. It has been reported that the passive film on a
metal in alcoholic environments can be destabilized as the acidity is increased. [36]
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Figure 4-9. pHe change with water concentration

Figure 4-10 shows the failed X-65 carbon steel samples tested by SSRT method
in normal-SFGE and alkaline-SFGE under the same testing condition. The pHe for the
two solutions were 5.4 and 8.9, respectively. There was no indication of SCC in the
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higher pHe SFGE even in the necked region of the tensile samples with high deformation.
SSRT results suggest that the pHe control can be used to control the SCC susceptibility
of carbon steel (X-65) in SFGE environments. Examination of the fracture surfaces using
SEM also indicated a ductile mode of failure in the alkaline-SFGE environment.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4-10. Optical images of samples in SFGE with different pHe after SSRT: (a)
pHe=5.4; (b) pHe=8.9

4.5 Effect of Oxygen

The role of oxygen in SCC in SFGE has been studied by Sridhar et al. [3] As
shown in Figure 4-11, our study confirmed that removal of oxygen by purging nitrogen
stopped the initiation of SCC on carbon steel.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4-11. Optical images of samples in SFGE with different oxygen conditions after
SSRT: (a) Aerated; (b) De-aerated
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4.6 Crack and Surface Morphology
Figure 4-12 shows the cross section of etched X-65 steel SSRT samples tested in
SFGE with 1mg/L, 5mg/L, and 32mg/L NaCl concentrations. The crack morphologies
were predominantly transgranular for the samples tested in this study, even at very low
chloride concentration. As described earlier, a decrease in the chloride concentration in
the SFGE resulted in a lower crack density and velocity. In the low-chloride SFGE
solutions, most of the stress corrosion cracks were concentrated closer to the necked
region of the tensile sample, indicating that large plastic deformation is needed for crack
initiation. As shown in Figure 4-12 (a), the crack-like features very close to the final
fracture may not be stress corrosion cracks, as highly deformed plastic zone was
associated with these fissures.
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Figure 4-12. Optical images of crack morphology in SFGE with different chloride
concentrations: (a) 1mg/L NaCl; (b) 5mg/L NaCl; (c) 32mg/L NaCl

SEM examination of the fracture surfaces was carried out for each SSRT sample
to determine the size of the final fracture surface affected by SCC and to determine the
mode of cracking. Examination revealed that without chlorides in SFGE, no SCC was
observed at the fracture surface or on the side of the tensile samples. The fracture surface
for this sample exhibited a typical ductile failure behavior, as shown in Figure 4-13(a).
SEM micrographs in Figure 4-13 (b to d) show the effect of SFGE chloride content on
crack morphology. With an increase in the chloride concentration, the SCC area at the
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fracture surface increased. However, examination of fracture surfaces by SEM showed
transgranular mode was the predominant mode of SCC for all chloride containing SFGE
environments. The sample tested in the SFGE with low chloride concentration showed
small areas with grain-like features at the fracture surface; however, it was difficult to
categorize those areas as intergranular mode.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-13. SEM images of fracture surface close to the edge in SFGE with different
chloride concentration: (a) no NaCl; (b) 1mg/L NaCl; (c) 5mg/L NaCl; (d) 32mg/L NaCl
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The water content in SFGE had a significant effect on crack initiation and the type
of corrosion. Figure 4-14 shows the cross sections of tensile samples tested in SFGE with
different amounts of water. The sample tested in SFGE with 2.5% water exhibited
transgranular SCC as shown in Figure 4-14 (a). Although most of the cracks were typical
SCC in this sample, some SCC had initiated from the corrosion pits at the surface. By
increasing the water concentration to 5%, pitting corrosion became dominant and stress
corrosion cracks were not visible. Figure 4-14 (b) shows the pit morphology on a SSRT
sample tested in SFGE containing 5% water. Pit opening was typically smaller at the
surface than the pit size under the surface, as shown in Figure 4-14 (b). This pit
morphology indicates a strong autocatalytic process involved under the stagnant solution
inside these pits.
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Figure 4-14. Optical images of cross section in SFGE with different water
concentrations: (a) 2.5% water; (b) 5% water

SEM examination of the side surface of the tensile SSRT sample tested in 5%
water SFGE indicated that the pitting tendency was different in the different parts of the
sample. Figure 4-15 shows the surface attack on the tensile sample with respect to the
distance away from the necked tip. It indicates that the formation of pits was predominant
in the areas away from the necked region, where the damage of the passive film under
heavy deformation may have led to general corrosion rather than localized corrosion
attack. In the region of heavy plastic deformation closer to the fracture surface, (Figure 415 (a)) no corrosion pits were observed. As shown in Figure 4-15 (b) and (c), farther
away from the fracture surface, local breakdown in the passive film was visible, as crazed
cracks, and pit initiation became visible. In the region about 4mm or more away from the
fracture surface, strong signs of pitting corrosion dominated the whole surface. Large pits
were observed on the sample surface beyond this region. Previous work indicated that
water can strongly affect the surface passivation of metal in ethanolic environment [36,
37, 43]. In SFGE with 5% water, such unique passivation behavior changed the failure
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mode from SCC to pitting corrosion. At the region close to fracture surface, heavy
deformation kept the metal surface active, which did not provide the right condition for
the pit initiation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-15. Surface morphologies on samples after SSRT in 5% water SFGE with
various distances away from necking region: (a) 1mm; (b) 2mm; (c) 3mm; (d) 4mm

Removal of dissolved oxygen is considered effective in preventing SCC in fuel
grade enthanolic environments. [3] To investigate this, deaerated tests were performed by
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bubbling N2 through the test solution. Figure 4-16 shows the SEM image of an X-65
carbon steel sample tested in deaerated SFGE. Similar to published results [3], the carbon
steel sample did not show any signs of SCC in deaerated SFGE. However, SEM
examination revealed a significant metal dissolution at the sample surface, as shown in
Figure 4-16. EDS analysis of the corroded sample showed carbon rich phases at the
surface, which was not observed on other carbon steel samples tested in the SFGE with
dissolved oxygen. This suggests that the ferrite phase was selectively attacked under
deaerated SFGE conditions, leaving the carbon-rich cementite at the surface.
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Figure 4-16. Surface morphology and EDS spectrums on the sample after SSRT in deaerated SFGE

4.7 Relationship between SCC Susceptibility and Mechanical Parameters
Maximum tensile stress (σm) and strain to failure (εm) for the tensile samples
tested in corrosive environments can usually be used to quantify their SCC susceptibility.
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[9] Figure 4-17 shows the maximum stresses for SSRT samples tested in SFGE with
different chloride concentrations and water concentrations. As shown in Figure 4-17(a)
and (b), σm did not change vs. chloride or water in the SFGE. However, previous
discussion showed that chlorides and water both strongly affected the SCC susceptibility.
This suggests that the majority of stress corrosion crack propagation takes place after the
maximum stress. Therefore, SCC of carbon steel in SFGE does not influence the
maximum stress for the tested samples. Thus, high plastic deformation is one of the major
factors which controls cracking in SFGE.
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Figure 4-17. Maximum tensile strength with (a) chloride concentration; (b) water
concentration

Figure 4-18 shows the relationships between the ratio of εm to εf vs. chloride and
water concentration, where εm is the strain at the maximum stress, and εf is the fracture
strain. Both figures show that the ratio of εm to εf increases with increasing SCC
susceptibility, which indicates that the strain after the maximum stress dropped faster
with an increase in the SCC susceptibility. These results suggest that the localized plastic
deformation after maximum stress contributes more to the crack propagation and final
failure of carbon steel in SFGE environment.
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Figure 4-18. The relationship between εm / εf and (a) chloride concentration; (b) water
concentration in SFGE

4.8 Early SCC Due to Inclusions
Examination of carbon steel samples with SCC in SFGE environment indicated
that some microstructural features facilitate crack initiation in this system. Figure 4-19
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shows a crack initiating from an inclusion that caused early stress corrosion cracking in
tested X-65 pipeline steel in SFGE. EDS analyses on the inclusion residue, associated
with the early crack initiation sites, showed high concentrations of aluminum and silicon
in these inclusions. Alumina and silicates are common inclusions in carbon steel,
especially for aluminum killed or silicon killed steels. Based on the previous discussion,
the local plastic deformation is a critical factor in the initiation of SCC in SFGE. Hard
inclusions at the surface lead to local accumulation of stresses at the inclusion/steel
interface, which may induce local plasticity and film damage, leading to SCC initiation.
Figure 4-19 clearly shows localized slip bands and crack lines around the alumino-silicate
inclusions. The electrochemical effect of Al-Si containing inclusions on crack initiation
in SFGE is not clear.
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Figure 4-19. SEM images and EDS spectrums of inclusions causing SCC early initiation

4.9 Transition from Non-SCC to SCC in A Commercial Fuel-grade Ethanol
Tests in this work were mostly carried out in various SFGE environments, which
used 200-proof ethanol along with other constituents listed in Table 3-3. To evaluate the
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ethanol chemistry effect on a real fuel-grade ethanol system, the chemical composition of
a commercial fuel-grade ethanol was modified to study their effects on SCC
susceptibility of carbon steel. The results of pHe analysis in various FGE samples are
shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Comparison of pHe in various FGE and SFGE
pHe
200 proof ethanol

7.06

SFGE

5.37

FGE

7.65

FGE with 56mg/L
acetic acid
FGE with 112mg/L
acetic acid
FGE with 168mg/L
acetic acid

6.8
6.6
6.3

Three different FGE samples were evaluated for this purpose: (1) as-received
FGE; (2) FGE with 32mg/L NaCl; (3) FGE with 32mg/L NaCl and 16.8mg/L acetic acid.
Figure 4-20 shows the SCC susceptibility of X-65 pipeline steel in these environments.
The addition of chlorides and acetic acid transformed the commercial FGE from a nonSCC causing environment to a SCC causing environment. The addition of the acetic acid
dramatically increased SCC susceptibility. Although the pHe change was only from 7.65
to 6.3, the crack density and velocity increased by ~5 times. Such a strong effect of pHe
on SCC susceptibility is due to a lower stability of the surface film in acidified SFGE
environment. The ability to change the SCC susceptibility in FGE by impurity
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modification indicates that mitigation of SCC of carbon steel in the commercial FGE
environments is feasible.
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Figure 4-20. Crack density and velocity changes from modified commercial fuel-grade
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4.10 Conclusions
Effects of ethanol chemistry in SFGE were studied using the slow strain rate test
method. The conclusions include:
(1) SCC of carbon steel (X-65) in SFGE depends on the initial strain-rate within the
tested range from 2E-6/s to 1E-7/s. Crack density increased with decreasing strain rate.
Although the crack velocity decreased with a decrease in the strain rate, the crack length
was higher at the lower strain rate.
(2) Environmental parameters like chloride, water content, pHe, and dissolved oxygen
affect the SCC susceptibility of carbon steel in SFGE.
(2a) Chloride promotes both SCC initiation and growth.
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(2b) A transition from SCC to pitting was observed with an increase in the water
concentrations in SFGE. Sample tested in the SFGE with 2.5% water showed signs of
pit initiated cracks whereas the sample tested in 5% water containing SFGE did not
show any signs of SCC but had significant pitting attack at the surface.
(2c) Higher pHe inhibits SCC of carbon steel in SFGE.
(2d) Dissolved oxygen is an important factor in SCC in this system and lack of it
can also stop the crack initiation. However, deaeration of SFGE can still lead to a
similar amount of metal dissolution as observed in aerated SFGE. Selective
dissolution of ferrite phase, leaving carbon-rich cementite at the surface, was
observed in the deaerated environment.
(3) The mode of SCC for the carbon steel in SFGE was predominately transgranular
under tested environments.
(4) Plastic deformation was found to influence both SCC and pitting corrosion. For SCC,
high plastic deformation was needed for crack initiation especially in low chloride SFGE.
In SFGE with high water content, pitting corrosion does not take place in the fast
straining region. Relative low plastic deformation and a thick passive film were found to
favor pit initiation.
(5) Maximum stress did not change with the compositional changes in the SFGE,
whereas the ratio of εm to εf increased with increasing SCC susceptibility. Theses results
indicate that the SCC propagates after the maximum stress during SSRT on smooth
tensile samples.
(6) Aluminum and silicon containing inclusions in the X-65 carbon steel were found to
promote early initiation of SCC in the SFGE environments.
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(7) By modifying the chloride content and the pHe, a non-SCC causing commercial FGE
could be transformed into a SCC causing FGE, and vice versa.
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CHAPTER 5
CORROSION AND ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF CARBON STEEL
IN SIMULATED FUEL-GRADE ETHANOL

It has been shown that the changes in ethanol chemistry in SFGE play critical
roles in the stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of carbon steel and can lead to
corrosion mode transition. Therefore, the investigations of electrochemical behavior and
corrosion behavior of carbon steel in SFGE are important for understanding the detailed
corrosion process, e.g. passivity and localized corrosion. In this chapter, electrochemical
tests using modified electrochemical cell were carried out to understand the general
corrosion behavior and corrosion related electrochemistry. Uniform corrosion, localized
corrosion and surface corrosion product layer were characterized in order to understand
the corrosion process under un-stressed condition.

5.1 IR Drop and Its Compensation in Low Ionic Conductivity Ethanolic Solutions
Measured solution resistivity values, for all ethanolic solutions tested in this study,
are listed in Table 5-1. The measurements were carried out using Cole-Parmer resistivity
meter model 19100-20. The results show that the tested SFGE solutions exhibit high
solution resistivity. Therefore, IR drop in these solutions can be significant during
electrochemical polarization tests [62].
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Table 5-1. Solution resistivities for selected ethanolic solvents with varied ethanol
chemistry of SFGE

(a) Changes in water content (ethanol, methanol, NaCl and acetic acid contents are fixed
as shown in Table 3-3)
Water Content
(vol%)

0

1

2.5

5

10

50

100

Solution
Resistivity
(KΩ-cm)

4.40

4.40

4.25

4.20

3.50

2.85

1.20

(b) Changes in acidity (ethanol, methanol, NaCl and water contents are fixed as shown in
Table 3-3)

Solution
Resistivity
(KΩ-cm)

56 mg/L
Acetic Acid

Neutral

50 mg/L
NaOH

4.40

4.40

3.80

(c) Changes in NaCl content (ethanol, methanol, water and acetic acid contents are fixed
as shown in Table 3-3)
NaCl Content
(mg/L)

0

1

5

10

32

160

Solution
Resistivity
(KΩ-cm)

100.00

80.00

25.00

12.85

4.40

0.82

The supporting electrolyte was not used in this study to avoid any possible effect
on the corrosion activity of carbon steels and therefore on the measured OCP and
polarization behavior [44]. With high IR drop in the solution, the difficulty of carrying
out electrochemical measurement is raised due to two major problems: (1) the ohmic
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drop between WE and RE increases the difference between the applied potential and the
actual potential on the sample’s surface, which has to be compensated; (2) the ohmic
drop between WE and CE can affect the potential compensation and drive the compliance
voltage beyond the voltage control capability of a potentiostat, especially at the high
polarization potential. By adopting the cell geometry shown in Figure 3-3, both problems
are mitigated for the tests in the potential range of interest by minimizing the WE/RE
distance and the WE/CE distance. A platinum-mesh counter electrode surrounding the
working electrode is necessary for this design to eliminate the non-uniform current
distribution.
For this defined cell geometry, the solution resistance R between WE and RE can
be estimated using a simplified expression, described as following:
R=ρ

L
A

(5-1)

where ρ is the solution resistivity, L is the distance between the working electrode and
the reference electrode, and A is the working electrode’s surface area. By knowing the
solution resistivity (given in Table 5-1) and the cell geometry, the actual polarization
potential of the working electrode can be calculated by subtracting the IR from the
applied potential. With the interruption method [63], the automatic IR compensation
offered by most modern potentiostats can also do IR correction during the test.
Using the baseline SFGE as an example (see Table 3-3 for composition), Figure
5-1 shows the potentiodynamic polarization of carbon steel with and without IR
correction. Both manually-corrected and automatic IR compensations are shown for
comparison. At the current density range below 10-5 A/cm2, the ohmic drop does not
affect the electrochemical measurement using the adopted cell geometry. However, at
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higher polarization region where the current density is above 10-5 A/cm2, IR drop starts to
influence the polarization. IR drop increases as the polarization increases. The similarity
between the automatic IR-compensated and the manually IR-corrected polarization
curves indicate that both correction methods are effective within the tested polarization
range. Since the local solution resistivity around the working electrode may change with
time due to the anodic dissolution, the automatic IR compensation by the potentiostat is
applied in all presented data in this study hereafter.
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Figure 5-1. Effect of IR drop on potentiodynamic polarization curve in aerated SFGE
with the electrochemical cell shown in Figure 3-3

5.2 Effect of Water on Corrosion Mode
Water can be introduced to FGE easily during manufacturing and transportation.
Therefore, water is the most important factor which needs to be understood. Shown in
Figure 5-2 are the average pit density and pit size as a function of water concentration in
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SFGE after immersion for 8 days. With low water content (below 5 vol%), both pit
density and pit size increase as the water concentration increases. No distinguishable pits
are found on the carbon steel surface exposed to the SFGE with less than 1 vol% water.
As the water content increases from 5 vol% to 10 vol%, the pit size increases
dramatically, by 5 times, and the pit density reduces by 3 times. Optical microscopic
images showed that the increase in the pit growth rate and pit coalescence at the surface,
while the cathodic reaction region around the large pits further reduced the initiation of
new pits, thus reducing the pit density. When the water concentration reaches 50 vol%,
surface pitting behavior is eliminated although uniform corrosion is strong. Effect of
water in non-aqueous solvents, such as methanol and ethanol, has been widely studied.
Some researchers have concluded that the greater solubility of corrosion product and
increase of the hydrated proton concentration in presence of water result in aggressive
pitting corrosion [5, 36, 37]. However, contradictory data showed that the water acts as
an inhibitor for iron in methanol [4]. Such complicated influence of water on pitting
corrosion susceptibility of carbon steel in SFGE is mainly due to the solvation in
ethanol/water mixture and the balance between the surface passivation reactions and the
passivity breakdown in such system.
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Figure 5-2. Effect of water on pit size and pit density in aerated SFGE after 8 days

Figure 5-3 shows the effect of water concentration in SFGE on weigh loss of
carbon steel. It clearly shows that the weight loss increases due to multiple effects from
the increase of the water content. Aqueous solution, without any ethanol, with the same
amount of SFGE impurities, results in the highest metal loss, which is around 8.5x10-3
g/cm2 after 8 days.
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Figure 5-3. Effect of water on weight loss in aerated SFGE after 8 days’ exposure

Changes in open circuit potential (OCP) with time for the carbon steel, as a
function of water concentration in the SFGE, are shown in Figure 5-4(a). SFGEs with no
water and 1 vol% water exhibit continuous increases in the OCP. These increases in the
OCP can be explained as the growth of surface film, although such film may not be fully
passive [5, 40]. As the water content increases, the OCP decreases. In SFGE with 2.5
vol% water, potential quickly levels and reaches equilibrium at around 50 mVSSCE. Under
these conditions, some areas on the metal surface generated small and isolated pits, while
other areas remained passive. SFGE with 2.5 vol% water exhibits a competition between
the film growth and breakdown. SFGE solutions with 5 vol% and 10 vol% water contents
produce a fast decrease in the OCP of carbon steel, due to the fast pitting corrosion as
well as the uniform corrosion. Although metal in the 5 vol% water-containing SFGE
starts with a higher potential, it exhibits a much faster potential drop rate and reaches a
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lower OCP after 900 minutes. Post characterization showed that the carbon steel sample
tested in the SFGE with 5 vol% water exhibited the highest pit density. Therefore, the
faster pit initiation rate may be the reason for the faster rate of the OCP decrease in the
SFGE with 5 vol% water. As the water content increases to 50 vol%, the OCP of carbon
steel increases with time. Characterization of steel surface showed a thicker surface film,
and this corrosion product formed a protective layer to eliminate pit initiation. Although
the OCP decreases slightly at the end, the final potential is still much higher than that in
SFGE with 5 vol% or 10 vol% water. Minimum number of pits was recorded for the
sample tested in SFGE with 50 vol% water, as shown in Figure 5-2. Duplicate OCP vs
time measurements were carried out for all tested conditions presented in this paper to
verify the reproducibility. General trend and the range of potential change with time were
used to judge the reproducibility of OCP data under given conditions. Tests showed that
the changes in the OCP with time were reproducible for all the tested ethanolic
environments. As a typical example, Figure 5-4(b) presents the results from two identical
tests in SFGE with 50 vol% water. It shows that the trend and the potential range for the
two tests are almost the same under identical conditions, though a slight difference in the
time scale can be observed from the duplicate tests. Changes in the OCP of carbon steel
also indicate that the surface reaction and oxide film characteristics in ethanolic
environment are altered by the addition of water, as reported in literature [37, 41].
Presence of water in ethanol also plays a role in changing the solvent structure and its
physical properties, such as dielectric constant, oxygen content [64] and proton activity
[37]. Shchukarev et al. [64] reported that the concentration of dissolved oxygen decreased
as the water content increased in an ethanol-water mixture. Lou et al. [51] also observed
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an increase of acidity as the water content increased in SFGE. A combination of all these
effects due to the presence of water in ethanol leads to a significant change in reaction
rates and overall corrosion and passivation mechanism.
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Figure 5-4. OCP evolution with time under various water concentrations in aerated SFGE:
(a) effects of water concentrations; (b) example showing OCP test reproducibility. (other
constituents: 0.5 vol% methanol, 32 mg/L NaCl, 56 mg/L acetic acid)

The results of cyclic potentiodynamic polarization in SFGE with different water
concentrations are shown in Figure 5-5. Since the surface reactions for carbon steel
change with the water content, polarization to a fixed potential in these environments
may involve different chemical reactions. Therefore, for the cyclic polarization data
shown in Figure 5-5, the carbon steel samples are anodically polarized with the same
potential difference (150 mVSSCE) from their initial OCPs, to simulate a similar effect of
potential disturbance from equilibrium in all SFGE environments. Data in Figure 5-5
shows that carbon steel does not exhibit clear passivation behavior and pitting potential
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with anodic polarization under a wide range of ethanol-to-water ratio, from pure ethanol
solution to pure aqueous solution.
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Figure 5-5. Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization in aerated SFGE with various water
concentrations: (a) 0%, 1% and 2.5% water; (b) 5%, 10% and 50% water. (other
constituents in ethanol: 0.5 vol% methanol, 32 mg/L NaCl, 56mg/L acetic acid)
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Figure 5-6 summarizes the corrosion potential (Ecorr), repassivation potential (Erp)
and estimated corrosion current density (icorr-estimate) with different water contents. It
should be noted that the Erp is defined to be a potential during reverse scan where the
current reaches zero, as shown in Figure 5-5(a). In this paper, all polarization tests were
carried out at a scan rate of 2 mV/s to accommodate various corrosion kinetics and
eliminate the effect of chloride leakage from the salt-bridge. Therefore, an estimated
corrosion current density, icorr-estimate, is reported especially for some environments with
slow kinetics. The results show that under the testing condition, Ecorr is always higher
than Erp when water content is below 10 vol%. In alcoholic solvent, metal usually
exhibits a poor passivity [40]. These lower Erp values are mostly due to the poor
repassivation kinetics, which can lead to the localized corrosion or fast uniform corrosion.
However, with 50 vol% water, Erp is higher than Ecorr, and no current hysteresis is shown
by the reverse potential scan. Therefore, for the SFGE with 50 vol% water, localized
corrosion should not be a major corrosion, which is also seen from the long-exposure test
results shown in Figure 5-2. Water has been reported to have a corrosion-inhibiting effect
in some non-aqueous system [37]. With low water content, the decrease in the difference
between Ecorr and Erp suggests that very small amount of water can increase the
repassivation behavior in FGE, although such increase may not result in a protective
passive film. Estimated corrosion current density icorr-estimate, measured from the
polarization curves, increases due to the multiple effects from the water addition, which
presents a trend similar to the weight loss data shown in Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-6. Effect of water on Ecorr, Erp and icorr-estimate in aerated SFGE. (other
constituents in ethanol: 0.5 vol% methanol, 32 mg/L NaCl, 56mg/L acetic acid)

5.3 Effect of pHe
The effects of acidic, neutral and alkaline conditions under long-term exposure
tests are shown in Figure 5-7. Both pit density and pit size decrease as the acidity
decrease. Under alkaline conditions, no pits are present.
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Figure 5-7. Effect of acidity on pit size and pit density in aerated SFGE with 5 vol%
water for 8 days’ exposure

Data in Figure 5-8 shows that the weight loss of carbon steel decreases with a
decrease of acidity in the SFGE solution containing 5 vol% water. Alkaline environment
inhibits the carbon steel from the general or localized corrosion behavior in SFGE
environments. However, for all tested conditions, an increase in the water concentration
increases the corrosion activity of carbon steel, primarily due to the increased proton
activity, as shown in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8. Effect of acidity on weight loss in aerated SFGE (1% and 5% water) for 8
days’ exposure

Shown in Figure 5-9 are the evolutions of the OCP under various acidity
conditions in SFGE containing 1 vol% water. OCP for carbon steel samples increase with
time and finally reach equilibrium, which indicates that the surface film growth took
place in all these tested conditions. However, the amount of potential increase in alkaline
condition is much larger compared with the ones in neutral and acidic conditions,
indicating that the alkaline condition generates better surface protective film or faster film
growth kinetics on the carbon steel surface. It should be noted that the OCP decreases as
the acidity decreases. Such a large drop on the OCP suggests a change in surface reaction
from acidic SFGE to alkaline SFGE [3]. Also, the nature and kinetics of the cathodic
reaction in SFGE could also be influenced by the acidity [37, 38]. For ethanolic system,
thermodynamic stability diagram of iron has been reported by Sridhar et al.[3], showing
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that the acidic ethanolic solution promotes iron oxide formation while the alkaline one
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promotes iron hydroxide formation.
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Figure 5-9. OCP evolution with time under various acidity of aerated SFGE (other
constituents in ethanol: 1 vol% water, 0.5 vol% methanol, 32 mg/L NaCl)

Cyclic polarization behavior of carbon steel under the acidic, neutral and alkaline
conditions are shown in Figure 5-10. Results show that the corrosion potential decreased
as the acidity decreased, which was due to different reaction mechanisms. Acidified
SFGE shows a different behavior upon potential reversal compared to both the neutral
and alkaline SFGEs. The reverse loop produces a hysteresis loop in the acidified SFGE,
suggesting slow repassivation kinetics.
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Figure 5-10. Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization in aerated SFGE with various acidity
(other constituents in ethanol: 1 vol% water, 0.5 vol% methanol, 32 mg/L NaCl)

Figure 5-11 summarizes the effect of acidity on Ecorr, Erp, icorr-estimate. Erp exhibits
lower values than Ecorr in the acidified SFGE, while in the neutral and alkaline conditions,
Erp is higher than Ecorr. Clearly, acidified SFGE destabilizes the surface film formation
and decreases the film repassivation kinetics, which may lead to possible localized
corrosion attack. Calculated icorr-estimate from the polarization curves also decreases as the
acidity decreases, which is consistent with the decrease in weight loss shown in Figure 58.
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Figure 5-11. Effect of acidity on Ecorr, Erp and icorr-estimate in aerated SFGE (other
constituents in ethanol: 1 vol% water, 0.5 vol% methanol, 32 mg/L NaCl)

In neutral and alkaline SFGE, the effects of water on polarization behavior in
SFGE are shown in Figure 5-12. In both tested solutions, the increase in the water content
of SFGE from 1 vol% to 5 vol% results in a decrease in the corrosion potential. Under the
same extent of polarization, 300 mVSSCE above their initial OCPs, the increase in the
water content causes a breakdown of passivity in the neutral SFGE, resulting in a clear
pitting potential at around 60 mVSSCE. But the passivity of carbon steel in the alkaline
SFGE remains protective as the water increases.
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Figure 5-12. Effect of water on polarization behavior in aerated SFGE at neutral and
alkaline conditions: (a) neutral; (b) 50mg/L NaOH
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5.4 Effect of Chloride
Pit analysis after weight loss test, shown in Figure 5-13, indicates the pit size
increases as the chloride concentration in SFGE increases. No pitting was observed on
the sample tested in the SFGE without chlorides. However, the pit density decreases
slightly at very high chloride concentrations (e.g. 160mg/L). Post-test characterization
showed that such a decrease in the pit density is mostly due to the fast uniform corrosion
and some pit growth coalescence.
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Figure 5-13. Effect of chloride on pit size and pit density in aerated SFGE with 5% water
for 8 days’ exposure

Figure 5-14 shows that the weight loss keeps increasing with the increase of
chloride in 5 vol% water containing SFGEs. The observed metal loss is primarily due to
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the increase of pitting corrosion. The sample tested in the SFGE with 1 vol% water
exhibited negligible metal loss.
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Figure 5-14. Effect of chloride on weight loss in aerated SFGE (1% and 5% water) for 8
days’ exposure

Effects of chloride content on the cyclic polarization in SFGE are shown in Figure
5-15. Water and acetic acid concentrations were fixed at 1 vol% and 56 mg/L
respectively. A potential difference of 300 mVSSCE from initial OCP was chosen as a
point for reverse-scan potential to compare the repassivation behavior under a similar
extent of polarization for all environments. Without chloride addition, cyclic polarization
curve does not show any hysteresis. The current density for the reverse potential scan is
smaller than that for the forward scan, which suggests that the metal is not susceptible to
the localized attack in this environment. Without chloride addition, the cyclic polarization
signal shows oscillations due to a very low ionic strength. However, as the chloride
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concentration increases, the reverse scan hysteresis appears and become stronger,
indicating an increasing susceptibility to localized corrosion.
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Figure 5-15. Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization in aerated SFGE with various chloride
concentrations: (a) 0, 1 and 5 mg/L NaCl; (b) 10, 32 and 160 mg/L NaCl. (other
constituents in ethanol: 1 vol% water, 0.5 vol% methanol, 56mg/L acetic acid)
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Figure 5-16 summarizes the effects of chloride addition in SFGE on the Ecorr, Erp,
and icorr-estimate for the carbon steel samples. Both Ecorr and Erp decreases with an increase
in the chloride concentration. Since the surface reaction should not change with the same
water and acidity conditions, such the decrease in the Ecorr and Erp suggests an increase in
the corrosion activity. This is also supported by the increase in icorr-estimate shown in Figure
5-16. In SFGE with lower chloride concentration, the Erp is higher than Ecorr. However,
after the NaCl concentration in SFGE reaches ~18 mg/L, Erp exhibits lower values than
Ecorr. These results suggest an increased pitting susceptibility beyond a threshold chloride
concentration in a given SFGE environment.
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Figure 5-16. Effect of chloride on Ecorr, Erp and icorr-estimate in aerated SFGE. (other
constituents in ethanol: 1 vol% water, 0.5 vol% methanol, 56mg/L acetic acid)
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5.5 Effect of Dissolved Oxygen
The role of oxygen on stress corrosion cracking behavior of carbon steel in FGE
has been widely documented in literatures [3, 51]. Shown in Figure 5-17 are the surface
morphologies of samples tested in SFGE with 5 vol% water. Severe pitting corrosion and
uniform corrosion are present on the sample surface under dry air bubbling, as shown in
Figure 5-17(a). Pit density under these conditions is 1.38x107 /m2 and the pit size is
5.5x10-3 mm2. In comparison, under de-aeration with dry N2 bubbling through the
solution, susceptibilities towards pitting and uniform corrosions are significantly reduced,
as shown in Figure 5-17(b). Surface appears clean, except that some pit initiation sites are
present along with light coloured cathodic reaction areas. Pit density and size are reduced
to 2.64x106 /m2 and 1.1x10-4 mm2.
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Figure 5-17. Optical micrographs of sample surfaces after 8-day exposure tests in SFGE
with 5% water: (a) aerated; (b) de-aerated

However, in SFGE with 1 vol% water, no corrosion activity was observed on both
aerated and de-aerated specimens after long-term exposure test, though the specimen in
aerated condition shows thicker oxide layer on the surface than the de-aerated one. In
order to further understand the role of oxygen, the potentiodynamic polarization with
very slow potential scan rate was carried out on the carbon steel in various oxygen
concentrations, as shown in Figure 5-18(a). The slow scan rate of 0.02 mV/s allows the
slow surface film formation to participate into the electrochemical response. OCP is
significantly reduced by the decrease in the dissolved oxygen concentration in the
solution. Such a decrease in OCP is mainly because the cathodic reaction in alcoholic
environment strongly depends on the degree of aeration [37]. Surprisingly, the anodic
current dramatically increases as the oxygen level decreases. Such a phenomenon
suggests that oxygen plays an important role in promoting surface film formation on
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carbon steel in SFGE. Without oxygen, the poor passivity leads to a fast dissolution from
base metal.
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(b) SEM image and EDS spectrum on the carbon steel polarized at -50 mV vs Ref. in deaerated SFGE
Figure 5-18. Electrochemistry and fast dissolution of carbon steel in de-aerated SFGE

The surface morphology and EDS chemical analysis from the sample in deaerated SFGE polarized at -50 mV vs Ref. are shown in Figure 5-18(b). It is clearly that
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ferrite is dissolved from the matrix which leaves cementite present on the surface. Fast
dissolution of ferrite takes place in SFGE under de-aerated condition. On the right,
carbide-rich grain boundary is also visible due to the fast dissolution. These grain
boundaries may be possibly susceptible to some intergranular attacks in some low
aeration environment.

5.6 Empirical Relationship of Chloride Concentration and Corrosion in SFGE
Results from this study, Figures. 5-6, 5-11 and 5-16, have clearly shown that the
corrosion and repassivation potentials strongly depend on water, acidity, and chloride in
SFGE. Solvent structure (water-to-ethanol ratio) and acidity not only change the reaction
kinetics, but also influence the reaction mechanisms. The change in NaCl concentrations
does not alter the surface reaction under the same potential. Therefore, in addition to
Figure 5-15, polarization tests were also carried out with a fixed potential scan from -50
mVSSCE to 400 mVSSCE for all tested chloride environments. Empirical equations of Ecorr
and Erp for fixed potential scans were developed using a linear regression method, as
shown in Figure 5-19. The equations for the SFGE composition (1 vol% water, 56mg/L
acetic acid, and 0.5 vol% methanol) under aerated condition are shown as following:
E corr = −29.398 ⋅ Log[Cl − ] − 49.122

(5-2)

E rp = −76.74 ⋅ Log[Cl − ] − 219.09

(5-3)

where, Ecorr and Erp have a unit of mVSSCE, and [Cl-] has a unit of molar (M). R-square
values for Equations. 5-2 and 3 are 0.983 and 0.974, respectively.
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Figure 5-19. Data and empirical equations for Ecorr and Erp as a function of chloride molar
concentration in aerated SFGE. (other constituents in ethanol: 1 vol% water, 0.5 vol%
methanol, 56mg/L acetic acid)

5.7 Pits Morphology
Scanning electron micrographs in Figure 20 (a-c) show typical pit morphologies
for carbon steel exposed to SFGE with various water concentrations. Pit size and pit
depth increase as the water content increase. Pit depth was characterized from polished
cross-sections of the tested samples. The polished cross-section confirms pit exhibits a
wide and shallow morphology. Corrosion products are deposited inside the pits due to
their low solubility in ethanol. EDS analysis of the deposits, shown in Figure 5-20(d),
reveals that the corrosion products inside corrosion pits are mostly iron oxide and iron
chloride. In some pits, aluminium and silicon peaks are also present, which are associated
with the alumina and silicates inclusions in carbon steel, especially for aluminium killed
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or silicon killed steels [51]. These inclusions may serve as preferential sites for pit
initiation in these steels. The electrochemical effects of Al-Si containing inclusions are
not clear at this stage.
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Figure 5-20. Pit morphologies and chemical compositions: (a) 2.5% water (SEM image);
(b) 5% water (SEM image); (c) 10% water (SEM image); (d) typical EDS spectrum
inside a pit
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5.8 Corrosion Products
Surface film formed at the carbon steel surface, in SFGE with various water
concentrations, was characterized using X-ray diffraction method. XRD results, in Figure
5-21, show that when the water concentration is below 10 vol% (Figure 5-21(a)), the
major corrosion product phase is hematite (Fe2O3). XRD spectrum curve-fitting confirms
its R-3c space group. Optically, the corrosion products exhibited very thin reddish layers
on the top of the metal surface. Therefore, the substrate iron peaks also appear in the
spectra in Figure 5-21(a). The short and broad peak shape of hematite may be due to the
very thin film at the surface. It may also be due to the partially amorphous nature of this
film formed in low-water ethanolic solution, which was also reported elsewhere [5].
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Figure 5-21. XRD spectra from surface corrosion products on X-65 carbon steel in
aerated SFGE with various water concentrations: (a) 5% and 10% water; (b) 50% and
100% water

As the water concentration reaches 50 vol% (Figure 5-21(b)), lepidocrocite
(FeO(OH)), with a space group of Cmcm, becomes a dominant phase in its corrosion
products. The presence of water in SFGE promotes the formation of iron hydroxide.
Hematite also forms under this condition, although its peak intensity is significantly
reduced. A much thicker corrosion layer also weakens the XRD peak from iron substrate.
For comparison, an aqueous solution (100 vol% water) with similar impurities (32mg/L
NaCl and 56 mg/L acetic acid) was also used for the corrosion product study. Similar to
other studies in drinking water system [65], the magnetite (Fe3O4) and lepidocrocite
(FeO(OH)) are two major corrosion products formed in water with impurities.
A duplex-layer corrosion film structure can be found in ethanol-water mixed SFGE,
as shown in Figure 5-22. Outer layer consists of both lepidocrocite and hematite. Outer
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layer has a weak mechanical bonding to the substrate and can be easily removed by a
water jet. After mechanically removing the outer layer products, XRD spectrum shows
that the inner layer is mostly a thin layer of hematite.
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Figure 5-22. XRD spectra showing duplex layer structures of corrosion products on X-65
carbon steel in aerated SFGE

5.9 Conclusions
Corrosion and pitting behavior of carbon steel was systematically studied with
variations in FGE constituents. In the absence of the supporting electrolyte, modified cell
geometry enabled us to carry out reliable electrochemical analysis of carbon steel
behavior in the low-conductivity ethanolic solutions. The surface electrochemical
properties of carbon steel are found to be sensitive to the impurities in FGE. The specific
conclusions are as following:
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(1)

Weight loss increases with an increase in the water concentration. Below 5 vol%
water, pitting susceptibility increases as the water content increases. However,
much higher water content (above 10 vol%) reduces pitting corrosion. SFGE with
2.5 vol% exhibits a state of competition equilibrium between passivation and its
breakdown. Electrochemical measurements in SFGE environments exhibit no clear
passivity and breakdown potential.

(2)

The decrease in pHe reduces both pitting and general corrosion in SFGE. Alkaline
condition stimulates a good surface inhibition towards corrosion in SFGE.

(3)

Chloride increases the weight loss and pitting tendency of carbon steel in SFGE.
Without chlorides, no pitting corrosion is observed. Chloride was also found to
play a significant role on destabilizing the surface film, resulting in the decreases of
both Ecorr and Erp.

(4)

A decrease in the dissolved oxygen in SFGE is found to reduce, but not eliminate,
the pitting susceptibility in high water content SFGE. However, in SFGE with 1
vol% water, de-aeration can lead to fast dissolution of ferrite from carbon steel.
Carbide-rich phase or grain boundary appears on the surface.

(5)

With lower water content in SFGE, iron oxide is identified as a major corrosion
product on carbon steel surface. As the water concentration in SFGE increases, iron
hydroxide film is present on the surface of carbon steel.
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CHAPTER 6
FILM BREAKDOWN AND ANODIC DISSOLUTION DURING
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING OF CARBON STEEL IN
SIMULATED FUEL-GRADE ETHANOL

The phenomenological investigation has been reported in Chapter 4. However, the
physical mechanism of the stress corrosion cracking of carbon steel in SFGE is still
unclear. In this chapter, in-situ electrochemical measurements of crack initiation and
growth were carried out along with SSRT test. Under plastic stress, film breakdown and
film related anodic dissolution were characterized and identified as the major mechanism
for SCC on carbon steel in SFGE.

6.1 Stress Corrosion Crack Evolution during SSRT
Slow strain rate tests were carried out where the tests were intercepted at certain
strain values to examine the sample for SCC. The samples were examined in SEM to
identify the crack initiation and morphology change as a function of applied strain. Figure
6-1 shows the SEM images of cracks at the tensile sample surface under different applied
strains. Strain values indicated in this paper were calculated from the machine
displacement rates, therefore, the actual strain at the sample gage were smaller, especially
at the initial stages of the test. At the strain (ε) value of 0.026, the tensile sample just
exceeded the yield point for this material. No surface cracks were observed on the sample
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below or just at the yield stress. SEM observations revealed that the sample surface was
smooth and without any indication of film rupture, as shown in Figure 6-1. At the strain
value of 0.102, crack initiation and film breakdown were visible throughout the gauge
area of the sample. The crack initiation and growth at the surface continued to increase as
the plastic strain increased. After the ultimate tensile stress (UTS), initiation and growth
of the cracks were mostly limited to the highly deformed necked region of the tensile
sample. Coalescence of multiple cracks, to form larger cracks, was observed throughout
the surface. Finally, at the strain value of 0.142, which was close to the sample’s final
fracture strain, localized plastic deformation caused the existing cracks to open, as shown
in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1. SEM images of X-65 sample surface showing the crack evolution in SFGE
under aerated condition during slow strain rate tests.
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The evolution of surface micro-crack density and crack velocity during SSRT are
plotted in Figure 6-2. The surface micro-crack density was characterized based on the
average number of micro cracks per unit distance along the random lines drawn on the
SEM micrographs of the sample surface. The intercepted tensile samples with different
strains were also polished for the crack depth and morphology characterizations. The
crack velocity was calculated from the deepest crack on the polished sample cross-section.
As shown in Figure 6-2, the micro-crack density increased with strain from 0 to 220
cracks /mm before the maximum stress, but decreased to 120 cracks /mm after the
maximum stress. This decrease in the micro-crack density after necking was mostly due
to the coalescence of multiple cracks and the increase of the crack size during the necking
of the sample. Crack velocity kept increasing during the SSRT. A large increase in the
crack velocity, from 8x10-9 to 1.6x10-7 mm/s took place after UTS in the necked region ,
predominately due to the fast crack propagation under the large plastic deformation.
However, in the area away from the necked region, both the micro-crack density and the
crack velocity did not change after the necking started on these samples. It can be
concluded from the Figure 6-2 that, during SSRT in SFGE, crack initiation mostly takes
place between the yield stress and UTS, while the crack growth rate increases
significantly after necking.
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Figure 6-2. The evolutions of surface micro-crack density and crack velocity during
SSRT
To illustrate the onset of the crack initiation at the close-to-yield region, the longterm constant-strain tests were carried out on the smooth tensile samples in aerated SFGE.
As shown in Figure 6-3, the strain before and after the yield point was held for 5 days to
study the effect of time on crack initiation and propagation. The results showed that the
plastic deformation played a critical role on crack initiation. At the strain value of 0.02,
no crack initiation was observed even after holding the sample under a constant strain for
5 days. However, at the strain of 0.025, which was beyond the upper yield point for this
material, crack initiation was observed. Yielding of the material promoted the crack
initiation on the surface, although the propagation kinetics was very slow in the low
strain range.
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Figure 6-3. SEM images of sample surface after long-term constant strain tests at closeto-yield region

6.2 Potentiodynamic Polarization
Potentiodynamic polarizations with automatic IR compensation were carried out in
aerated SFGE with three different potential sweep rates: 0.2 mV/s, 0.07 mV/s and 0.02
mV/s, as shown in Figure 6-4. The potential sweep started from the initial OCP for each
sample. The results show that the anodic behavior of the carbon steel in SFGE was
dependent upon the potential sweep rate. It has been widely accepted [27, 58] that, for the
systems where the SCC mechanism involves an active dissolution at the crack tip, a fast
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potential sweep simulates the active crack tip undergoing anodic dissolution whereas a
slow sweep simulates the crack wall or sample surface with surface/passive film. In the
tested potential range, a faster sweep rate resulted in a higher anodic current density. For
instance, at 200mV vs. SSCE, the current density under a sweep rate of 0.2 mV/s was one
order of magnitude higher than that under a sweep rate of 0.02 mV/s. At around 75mV vs.
SSCE, the polarization with 0.02 mV/s sweep rate exhibited signs of passivation or
barrier-film formed at the sample surface. The observation of the passivation under such
a slow sweep rate suggested that the film formation kinetics in SFGE was much slower
than that in the aqueous environments.
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Figure 6-4. Potentiodynamic polarization with automatic IR compensation (starting from
initial OCP) of X-65 carbon steel at different sweep rates
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6.3 Surface Potential and Impedance Measurement
To study electrochemical activities at the metal surface during stress corrosion
crack initiation and growth, the changes in the electrochemical potential and the
impedance were studied on both the smooth and the notched tensile samples during longterm static immersion as well as slow strain rate tests. Figure 6-5 shows the changes in
the potential and the electrochemical impedance during a long-term immersion of the
carbon steel in the aerated SFGE. Figure 6-5(a) shows that the OCP increases
continuously with the immersion time. Since the oxygen level and ethanol chemistry
were constant throughout the test, this increase in the OCP indicated the growth of the
surface film on the carbon steel surface. The potential reached equilibrium at ~210mV vs.
SSCE. Water was shown to influence the passive film stability and characteristics in
alcoholic environments. [36, 37, 43, 48] The impedance spectra during immersion, shown
in Figure 6-5(b), also increased with time, which confirmed the film growth process. The
polarization resistance kept increasing, indicating a continuous film growth on the surface.
Such a slow kinetics of film growth in SFGE also suggests a poor passivity of carbon
steel in ethanol with low water content. [36]
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Figure 6-5. Static immersion in aerated SFGE under OCP: (a) potential evolution with
time; (b) impedance spectra at selected points shown in Figure 6-5(a)
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Figure 6-6 shows the change in the open circuit potential and electrochemical
impedance measured on a smooth tensile sample during SSRT in SFGE. OCP data in
Figure 6-6(a) shows that the potential values increased with time to around 150mV vs.
SSCE until the yield point was reached. The corresponding impedance data in Figure 66(b) also shows an increase in the polarization resistance before the yield point for the
sample. Without any changes in the environmental parameters, such a potential increase
for a SSRT sample can be related to the film growth on the surface under low strain
conditions. Just after the yield point, the OCP dropped quickly from 150mV to 10mV (vs.
SSCE), indicating the film breakdown and the polarization resistance values also dropped.
The intercepted SSRT tests (Figure 6-3) also showed that the stress corrosion cracks on
the carbon steel in SFGE initiated after the yield point. Crack initiation was associated
with the film breakdown and anodic activity at the steel surface. At point 3 (around 600
minutes into the test), the OCP and polarization resistance began to increase gradually
with time and strain. The increasing rate of potential change between point 3 and the UTS
was slower than the rate of potential change between points 1 and 2 in the elastic-plastic
region. These results suggest that although the surface film might breakdown locally
beyond the yield stress, the overall film growth and repassivation on the smooth sample
surface dominated the average potential in the strain-hardening region. Strain
localizations in the necked area and crack initiation sites reduced the further straining in
other areas of the tensile sample and led to a fast repassivation in areas with strain
relaxation. After the UTS, the OCP values stopped increasing further. This flattening of
the OCP curve after the UTS was associated with the necking or strain localization which
led to the fast propagation of existing cracks in the necked region.
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Figure 6-6. SSRT using smooth tensile sample in aerated SFGE: (a) potential evolution
with time; (b) impedance spectra at selected points shown in Figure 6-6(a)

To monitor the electrochemical behavior of a single crack, a notched tensile
sample was used to localize crack initiation at the notch tip. The tip of the salt bridge was
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placed very close to the notch root. A slower strain rate of 8x10-7 /s was chosen due to the
higher local strain rates ahead of the notched root. To avoid the electrochemical signal
from the areas other than near an active stress corrosion crack, only the notch area was
exposed to the SFGE solution. The rest of the sample was covered with PTFE film. The
OCP and the impedance changes as well as the maximum stress at the notch-root during
the SSRT are shown in Figure 6-7. The stress concentration factor (Kt) at the notch-root
was calculated based on a V-notch round sample model. [53] For the sample geometry
used in this study (Figure 3-1), the calculated Kt was 2.8. Because the value of Kt
normally changes with an increase in the crack depth, the short dashed curve is plotted
after the yielding of the whole notch gauge to finish the corresponding stress-strain curve.
Initially, there was a fast increase in OCP to ~100mV vs. SSCE in the notched area, as
shown in Figure 6-7(a). The initial rate of this increase in OCP for the notched sample
was similar to that for the smooth sample, indicating that the passivation kinetics for the
two was similar under the unstressed or low-stress conditions. With further loading on the
notched sample, there was a decrease in the slope at which the potential-increase started
after 50 minutes until the potential reached its peak at around 350 minutes (point 2). In
Figure 6-7(b), the polarization resistance also increased from point 1 to point 2 in the
figure, suggesting a surface film growth. Further increase in strain, beyond the point of
the peak potential, led to a gradual decrease in the OCP until the final failure of the
tensile sample. The notched sample did not show any increase in the OCP during the
plastic deformation, which was different from the smooth sample data in Figure 6-6(a).
The polarization resistance in Figure 6-7(b) also decreased until the end of the test,
indicating a continuous process of film breakdown and anodic dissolution activity on the
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notched sample during SSRT. As the activity in the “non-active” part on the notched
tensile sample was blocked by covering that area with the PTFE film, electrochemical
data suggest that the high stress concentration kept the crack tip mostly free of passive
film throughout the test. This behavior is also expected at each growing stress corrosion
crack in this system, even for the smooth samples. However, the electrochemical
behavior for the non-active region on the smooth sample dominated the average
electrochemical signal measured globally, as shown in Figure 6-6. It should be noted that
the onset of film breakdown on the notched sample was detected at point 2 in the figure.
The corresponding notch-root maximum stress was around 650MPa, which was higher
than the yield stress on the smooth sample in Figure 6-6. This requirement for stresses,
higher than the surface yielding, to breakdown surface film on the notched geometry was
also reported elsewhere. [66] Detection of a singular-point passive film breakdown at the
notch tip can be difficult due to the instrument’s resolution. A significant accumulation of
the surface film damage, associated with growth of plastic zone or surface strain rate
ahead of the notch tip are needed for the initial electrochemical change to register for the
notched sample. [66, 67]
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Figure 6-7. SSRT using notched tensile sample in aerated SFGE: (a) potential evolution
with time; (b) impedance spectra at selected points shown in Figure 6-7(a)
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6.4 Surface Current Evolution under Potentiostatic Condition
Changes in the electrochemical current generated at the sample gauge or notch
were also measured using potentiostatic method. The current transient has been proven as
an effective parameter to detect film rupture on the surface. [34, 66] An anodic potential
close to the initial OCP (85mV vs. SSCE) was applied on both the smooth and the
notched tensile samples. Figure 6-8(a) shows the change in current density for a smooth
sample during SSRT. As shown in the inset, a sudden increase in the current density from
0 to 3x10-6 A/cm2 was observed after the upper yield point, which indicated a start of film
breakdown and active dissolution. This observation was consistent with the previous
results from both OCP and EIS measurements. After this onset point, the current density
continuously increased until the time reached 530 minutes. A strong oscillation in the
surface current density was visible during this period. This current oscillation was
attributed to an unstable passivity and a competition between the film breakdown and
repassivation. After reaching a peak value at around 530 minutes, the surface current
density tended to decrease as the strain increased. Such a change in the current was
similar to the change in potential shown in Figure 6-6(a), which was also an averaged
measured value from the sample surface due to the competition between the film
breakdown and repassivation. A transition point with a change in the rate of current
decrease was exhibited at 950 minutes where the stress reached the UTS. The rate of the
film breakdown increased after the UTS, due to the fast crack propagation in the necked
region. Upon failure, a small increase in the current density could be observed because of
the increased exposure of the fresh metal surface to the environment after final fracture.
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Figure 6-8. Potentiostatic current monitoring with 85mV vs. SSCE during SSRT: (a) for a
smooth sample; (b) for a notched sample
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Figure 6-8(b) shows the current density for a notched tensile sample tested under
SSRT. A constant potential of 85mV vs. SSCE was also applied throughout the
potentiostatic test. The inset shows a start of current increase took place at around 250
minutes where the notch-root maximum stress was around 650MPa. This current change
indicated the onset of film breakdown and anodic dissolution was detected at the notch
root. Different from the smooth sample, the onset of anodic current was not sharp for the
notched sample, which indicated only a very small region ahead of the notch tip was
active at this moment. Similar to the potential measurement in Figure 6-7, the maximum
notch-root stress at this point was also higher than the yield stress on the smooth sample,
indicating the notch effect on the local strain accumulation and surface strain rate. [66]
After that, the current density slowly increased with strain. A major increase in the
current density was visible after 520 minutes where the bulk sample started to yield. Such
a large increase in the current signal may come from the increasing film breakdown area
due to the strain accumulation within the notch and the propagation of the main stress
corrosion crack at the notch root. A maximum current density of around 1x10-4 A/cm2
occurred between 750 minutes and 900 minutes when the stress slowly approached the
maximum point. After a maximum notch-root stress, which was around 950 MPa, the
current density quickly decreased as the strain increased. Damage localization ahead of
the main stress corrosion crack, at this stage, caused fast crack growth. Considering that
the machined notch geometry was not the ideal singular notch tip (Figure 3-1), the strain
localization could also release the stress in other notch areas, which possibly promoted
the repassivation in those areas to reduced the overall anodic current value. A large burst
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in the current density, which was mostly due to the sudden increase in the bare-metal
surface exposed to the solution, could be observed at the final fracture.

6.5 Potential Dependences of Stress Corrosion Cracking
Figure 6-9 shows the evolution of crack density and velocity with the applied
potential. The crack density in Figure 6-9 was determined from the polished sample
cross-section. It shows that both crack density and velocity increased as the potential
increased within the tested range. Because the potentials within this range were closely
related to the dissolution kinetics (Figure 6-4), initiation and propagation of these
corrosion cracks were strongly controlled by the anodic polarization.
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Figure 6-9. Potential dependences of the crack density and crack velocity

Figure 6-10 shows the relationship between the concentration of dissolved and
precipitated iron in the tested solution, determined by ICP analysis after the test, and the
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corresponding crack density/velocity. The results indicate that within the narrow potential
range, an increase in the crack density and velocity correlated well with an increase in the
metal dissolution in SFGE. Such correlation suggests that a fast anodic dissolution was
associated with the SCC propagation. However, this trend in an increase in the dissolved
iron with crack velocity and density is not expected to continue at higher applied
potentials or dissolution rates, where the mode of attack will be general corrosion.
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Figure 6-10. Relationships between iron concentration in solution and crack
density/velocity under various potentials

It should be noted that, under the cathodic potential of -115mV vs. SSCE, no
stress corrosion cracking was observed on either the sample surface or the fracture
surface. A surface current change under the cathodic polarization (-115mV vs. SSCE) is
shown in Figure 6-11. These results indicate that crack initiation can be stopped by
eliminating anodic dissolution.
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Figure 6-11. Current change during cathodic polarization (-115mV vs. SSCE)

6.6 Crack Morphology
The fracture surface morphologies of tested pipeline steel samples under various
potentials were examined close to the edge using SEM, as shown in Figure 6-12. Figure
6-12 (a) shows the ductile type fracture surface without SCC on the steel sample
polarized at cathodic potential (-115mV vs. SSCE). But, in Figure 6-12(b) and 6-12(c),
brittle fractures caused by SCC were easily observed at various anodic potentials. The
severity of SCC increased as the potential increased within the tested potential range. At
185mV vs. SSCE, no sign of ductile failure was observed on the fracture surface. The
fracture morphology for the carbon steel in SFGE was predominantly transgranular,
which was consistent with other reports.[3, 51] However, it has also been reported that
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the intergranular mode or mixed mode could be observed under some specific SFGE
testing conditions. [3] The reason for such phenomenon still remains unclear. [24]
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Figure 6-12. Fracture surface morphologies under various potentials: (a) -115 mVvs.
SSCE; (b) 85 mVvs. SSCE; (c) 185 mV vs. SSCE. (OCP for carbon steel in SFGE is
around 75 mV vs. SSCE

The cross-section view of a typical crack formed after SSRT with a strain rate of
2x10-6 /s is shown in Figure 6-13. The etched microstructure shows the ferrite–pearlite
microstructure of carbon steel. Stress corrosion cracks did not show any preference for
the microstructural features and exhibited a clear transgranular mode.
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Figure 6-13. Optical image of a typical crack cross-section after SSRT under OCP with a
strain rate of 2x10-6 /s

6.7 Role of Local Strain Accumulation in SCC Initiation and Growth
It has been shown previously that the film breakdown and crack initiation took
place after the yield point for the carbon steel in SFGE. Results clearly indicate that the
plastic strain is critical for the SCC nucleation and growth. Figure 6-14 shows the SEM
images of the sample surface close to the necked area. Flow lines formed at certain angles
to each other and the loading direction, were associated with the crack initiation.
Enlarged image in Figure 6-14 shows that the stress corrosion cracks were larger along
these lines. This observation suggests that these flow lines influence the SCC initiation,
though the crack initiations can also be observed in the areas between those flow lines.
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Macro flow lines are usually formed due to the high local strain on the sample surface
and can serve as preferential initiation sites for the strain induced SCC initiation. These
observations suggest that the local strain accumulation is a critical driving force in SCC
initiation on the carbon steel in SFGE

Figure 6-14. Macro flow lines on the sample surface after SSRT

6.8 A Mechanistic Model of Crack Initiation and Propagation in SFGE
Based on the results and earlier discussion, the schematic shown in Figure 6-15
represents a mechanistic understanding on the stress corrosion cracking of carbon steel in
simulated fuel-grade ethanol during SSRT. Film breakdown and anodic dissolution is the
most dominant mechanism in this process, although the surface film in the ethanolic
environments may not be a stable passive film due to the limited amount of water. [36, 48]
Figure 6-15 shows the local plastic deformation above yield stress is critical to the onset
of film breakdown and crack initiation on both smooth and notched tensile samples. A
certain plastic strain needed for film breakdown at the notch tip may produce even higher
onset stress for the notched sample. Surface passivity of carbon steel in SFGE remains
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stable under elastic deformation. Competition between the local strain accumulation and
repassivation controls the crack initiation and growth. On the smooth sample, stress
localization due to sample necking and slip band formation promotes the crack
propagation around the highly strained region. The stresses in the other areas are relieved,
resulting in a fast repassivation which stops the crack growth in those areas. The global
surface potential is determined by the competition between the film breakdown and the
repassivation. However, for the notched tensile samples, cracks formed at the notch root
are always experiencing strain localization. Therefore, these cracks remain active
throughout the test, although the crack walls may develop a passive film during the crack
growth.
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Figure 6-15. Schematic of a model describing the crack initiation and propagation for
carbon steel in SFGE: (a) smooth sample; (b) notched sample
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6.9 Conclusions
A mechanistic study was carried out towards understanding the stress corrosion
cracking behavior of carbon steel in simulated fuel-grade ethanol environment. The onset
of film breakdown under local plastic deformation initiates micro-cracks on the surface.
The competition between the active anodic dissolution and the repassivation ahead of the
crack tip controls the propagation of stress corrosion cracks. Some specific conclusions
are addressed as following:

(1)

Yielding of carbon steel and the onset of film breakdown cause stress corrosion
crack initiation in simulated fuel-grade ethanol, which significantly decreases the
open circuit potential and increases the surface current produced due to anodic
activity.

(2)

During SSRT, crack initiation (the increase of crack density) mostly takes place
before the UTS, while crack growth (the increase of crack velocity) mostly takes
place after UTS.

(3)

Once the stress corrosion cracks are initiated, the competition between anodic
dissolution and repassivation controls the crack growth rate.

(4)

Within the anodic dissolution range, both the crack density and the crack velocity
increase as the potential increases. SCC can be stopped by eliminating the anodic
dissolution at the crack tip using a cathodic polarization.

(5)

Transgranular SCC is the dominant crack morphology on the carbon steel samples
in aerated SFGE environments tested.
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(6)

Local strain accumulation and its associated local film breakdown are important
for the initiation of SCC on the carbon steel in SFGE.
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CHAPTER 7
FURTHER INVESTIGATION ON SCC MECHANISM: PHASE
ANGLE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION

In previous chapter, film related anodic dissolution has been concluded as the
major driving force for SCC on carbon steel in SFGE using dc technique. However,
further understanding of the detailed electrochemistry in these corrosion cracks during
the cracking process is needed to devise a clear mechanistic picture of SCC on carbon
steel in FGE. In this chapter, in addition to the conventional dc technique, phase angle
analysis using EIS was proposed as an ac technique to further understand the cracking
mechanism in SFGE. For a dynamic process like stress corrosion cracking, EIS technique
has to be used with caution due to the measurement stability with time. In this chapter,
transmission line model simulation is proposed to simulate the cracking process. The
simulation provides information about how to reduce the measurement time during SCC
in order to reduce the instability. Though TLM simulation can not retrieve all the
physical details from cracking due to the model complexity and the instability of cracking
process during measurement, the simulated changes in phase angle under various
conditions can still be correlated with the experimental observation during SSRT in order
to give some explanation about the detailed behaviors inside a crack during propagation.
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7.1 Static Immersion Tests
Carbon steel sample was exposed to the SFGE solution. No stress was applied to
the sample. Shown in Figure 7-1 are the evolutions in the OCP and the phase angle of
EIS with time. OCP slowly increased during immersion. Because the oxygen
concentration and ethanol chemistry are similar throughout the test, this increase in OCP
suggests a slow kinetics of film growth on the surface. EIS phase angle evolutions with
time are analyzed for four different frequencies, as shown in Figure 7-1. The values of
phase angle for the selected frequencies increase with the immersion time, primarily due
to the increase in film resistance and the decrease in film capacitance. Phase angles at 10
Hz exhibit the lowest values (20o ~ 30o) and slowest increasing rate among these four
frequencies. In contrast, the results from 1 Hz and 0.1 Hz produce high phase angles
between 50o to 70o. Though the phase angles from 0.01 Hz shows relatively low values
(20o ~ 40o), it presents the fastest increasing rate. Since the OCP increases quickly during
the early stage of immersion, the slow EIS measurement at 0.01 Hz may generate a
polarization effect. Post analysis showed that the increase in OCP during the first EIS
spectrum was around 4 mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH). After the first spectrum, the
OCP increase during EIS measurement was negligible. Therefore, in the static immersion
test, EIS measurement with frequencies from 100 Hz to 0.01 Hz provides both good EIS
spectrum and reasonable OCP behavior.
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Figure 7-1. Open circuit potential (vs Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH) and phase angle
evolution under static immersion in aerated SFGE

Based on the equivalent circuit given in Figure 7-2(a), area-specific surface
resistance Rsurface and surface capacitance Csurface were obtained using the Simplex fitting
algorithm with the software package Echem AnalystTM by Gamry Instrument. Some
selected Bode plots and their fitting results are shown in Figure 7-2(b). A constant phase
element (CPE) is used to fit experimental EIS data with depressed semi-circle. The
impedance of CPE is defined as following:
Z CPE =

1
Y (iω ) n

(7-1)

where Y is a parameter with a unit of sn/Ω, and n is an adjusted exponent between 0 and 1.
When n=1, it represents a perfect capacitor; when n=0, it represents a perfect resistor.
Considering Y does not have the unit of capacitance, the mathematical expression
developed by Brug et al. [68, 69] is used to calculate Csurface, shown as following:
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−1
−1
C surface = Y 1 / n ( Rohm
+ Rsurface
) ( n −1) / n

(7-2)

Figure 7-2(a) shows the fitted surface resistance Rsurface and the calculated surface
capacitance Csurface. Here, Csurface was calculated from the fitted CPE value Y using Eq.
(1). In Figure 7-2(a), the increase in Rsurface and the decrease in Csurface suggest a slow film
growth on the carbon steel surface over time, when exposed to aerated SFGE. Generally
speaking, the electric double layer usually shows a capacitance in a range of 2x105

~2x10-4 F/cm2. The oxide film usually has the capacitance in the range of 1x10-7~2x10-5

F/cm2. The magnitude of Csurface in SFGE is between the double layer controlled process
and oxide controlled process, which suggests the metal exhibits a unique surface film
character in SFGE. Based on other studies in methanol system [40, 70], it is possible that
an unstable ethoxy-iron film may be the in-situ surface film formed in slightly acidic
ethanol. This membrane type surface film may show a slightly higher capacitance value
than the normal pure oxide film. The change in the Csurface with time suggests that the
system undergoes a slow process towards a film controlled behavior. This also suggests
that the stress corrosion cracking of carbon steel in SFGE may involve a film-related
process. It should also be noted that the increase in the Rsurface is much faster than the
decrease in the Csurface within the tested time range. Therefore, the system gradually
changed towards one with more characteristic of capacitance during immersion, which
leads to the increase in phase angle for all the frequencies, as shown in Figure 7-1 and
Figure 7-2(b).
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Figure 7-2. EIS spectra under static immersion: (a) regressed results of area-specific
surface resistance and capacitance based on the equivalent circuit in the inset (note:
surface capacitance was calculated from the fitted CPE value using Equation (7-2)); (b)
selected Bode plots and their fitting curves
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7.2 Stress Corrosion Cracking on a Notched Sample during SSRT
The crack morphology and the crack evolution on the smooth sample in SFGE
have been reported in various papers [3, 51, 52]. Shown in Figure 7-3 is the change in
stress corrosion crack depth on the notched sample during SSRT, measured using the
interrupted tests. On the smooth tensile sample, it was reported that the crack initiation of
carbon steel in SFGE took place upon the yielding of the material [52]. On the notched
sample, the motion of dislocation is more difficult due to the triaxial stress state ahead of
the notch. Higher stresses are needed to develop a sufficient plastic zone and initiate a
crack at the notch root. Therefore, crack initiation will require a notch-root stress higher
than the yield stress of carbon steel. Figure 7-3 shows the crack growth rate is small
before the global yielding. Within the range between global yielding and maximum stress,
SCC exhibits the fastest growth rate in SFGE. After the maximum stress, the crack
growth rate decreases with time.
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Figure 7-3. Measured crack length on the fracture surface using interrupted method
during SSRT under OCP in aerated SFGE
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Figure 7-4 represents a typical SEM image of the fracture surface after SSRT in
SFGE. The fracture morphology for the carbon steel in SFGE is predominantly
transgranular. After the tensile test, three characteristic regions are visible on the fracture
surface: outside SCC brittle fracture region, a transition region of shear fracture, and a
ductile fracture region with microvoids at the center. The latter two regions are usually
formed after the maximum stress, where the crack blunting takes place due to final
microvoid formation and coalescence. Therefore, as shown in Figure 7-3, the corrosion
activity and SCC growth rate decrease after the maximum stress.

Ductile Fracture
Region
Shear
Fracture
Region

Brittle SCC
Region

Figure 7-4. SEM image of a typical fracture surface
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7.3 Phase Angle Evolution during Stress Corrosion Cracking
As shown in Figure 7-5, in-situ EIS and OCP monitoring were carried out on a
notched tensile sample during SSRT. The notched tensile sample with the geometry
shown in Figure 3-1(c) was used to study the crack initiation and growth. At the bottom
of Figure 7-5, the OCP of the tensile sample during SSRT is shown with time. A tensile
curve is also shown as a reference of stress state. An increase in the OCP from 80 to 110
mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH) is visible within the first 250 minutes. This increase
can be attributed to the film growth in the low applied stress region during SSRT [52].
After that, the OCP continuously decreases till the maximum stress at point 4 in Figure 75. The detailed characterization in Chapter 6 suggested that the process of such a
potential drop after yielding is related to the onset of crack initiation and crack
propagation. A slight increase in the OCP can be observed after the maximum stress
(point 4). Based on the crack evolution study in Figures. 7-3 and 7-4, the slight increase
in the OCP, which suggests a decrease in corrosion activity, is mostly due to the final
shear and ductile fractures caused by the sample necking. Compared to the average signal
from OCP, the phase angles at different frequencies provide more information and
characteristic signature, depending on the applied perturbation frequency. Shown in
Figure 7-5 is the evolution of phase angles under four selected frequencies. Similar to the
unstressed situation in Figure 7-1, 1 Hz and 0.1 Hz exhibit higher phase angles, while 10
Hz and 0.01 Hz exhibit lower phase angles. At low stress state from point 1 to point 2, all
frequencies show increases in phase angle though their increasing rates are slightly
different. Detailed EIS curve fitting further confirms that the stressed sample at this stage
exhibits similar changes in Rsurface and Csurface as the unstressed sample in Figure 7-2. Film
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growth kinetics is not influenced by the low applied stress. With the further increase in
strain, phase angles decrease significantly. Such a decrease in the phase angle can be
correlated to the stress corrosion cracking process, as reported elsewhere [71-73].
Different from the other three frequencies, the decreasing rate of phase angle in 10 Hz is
much smaller. After the maximum stress (point 4), lower frequencies at 0.1 Hz and 0.01
Hz exhibit the increases in phase angle with time while the phase angles at 10 Hz and 1
Hz still keep decreasing. Generally, the analyzed range of frequencies in EIS should
reflect the dynamics of the electrochemical process. For example, the response from a
higher frequency perturbation represents a faster electrochemical process, which is more
close to a non-faradaic process. Therefore, the data clearly shows that a frequency which
is lower than 1 Hz reflects the electrochemical behavior after the maximum stress. It
should also be noted that the slower frequency analysis, such as 0.01 Hz, can generate
higher instability during the dynamic cracking process. Therefore, the phase angle from a
frequency between 1 Hz and 0.1 Hz better presents the cracking behavior at that moment
with reasonable spectrum stability.
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Figure 7-5. Evolutions of phase angle at various frequencies (10Hz, 1Hz, 0.1Hz and
0.01Hz) and potential (vs Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH) during SSRT under open circuit
potential in aerated SFGE

Figure 7-6 shows the Bode plots of the selected points in Figure 7-5. These plots
represent typical changes in the physical process of cracking during SSRT. Only one time
constant is present for both passivation process and cracking process. The KramersKronig Transform (KKT) fits the experimental spectra well over the tested frequency
range. When cracks form, KKT fitting is slightly different from the experimental data at
low frequency range, which is mostly due to the cracking instability over a longer period
of measurement. Therefore, data fitting based on EIS equivalent circuit model is not
suitable for analyzing the cracking process. In this paper, simulation approach is used to
study the SCC behavior. In Figure 7-6(a), the spectra before the maximum stress were
presented. Both phase angle and impedance increase during early film formation and
decrease after the crack initiation and growth. From these Bode plots, two conclusions
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can be made: (1) during film growth process (point 1 to point 2), the lower frequency (<
0.3 Hz) exhibits a larger change in phase angle; (2) during the cracking process, the phase
angle at slightly higher frequency also becomes sensitive towards cracking process. In the
mean time, the shift of maximum phase angle towards higher frequency is also visible
during SSRT. Figure 7-6(b) shows the spectra after the maximum stress. The maximum
phase angle increases and shifts towards lower frequency from point 4 to point 6. Such a
change in phase angle after maximum stress suggests a decrease in corrosion activity,
which will be discussed later. When the deformation is close to fracture, a second time
constant with a form of a long tail appears at the high frequency range (1-100Hz). After
fracture, the sample exhibits very different EIS responses (phase angle and impedance
magnitude) compared to the initial passive state. The second time constant with the long
tail at the high frequency range becomes clearer. And the impedance magnitude curve
shows a concave shape instead of a convex shape within the tested frequency range. The
reason causing these changes upon fracture will be discussed later with the simulation
results.
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Figure 7-6. Experimental and KKT results of ac impedance Bode plots for selected points
in Figure 7-5: (a) before the maximum stress of SSRT; (b) after the maximum stress of
SSRT
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7.4 Maximum Phase Angle (θmax) and Frequency at Maximum Phase Angle (f(θmax))
The characteristics of maximum phase angle, either magnitude or frequency, can
be meaningful to interpret an electrochemical process because it represents the maximum
capacitor state. Any faradaic process can induce the current leakage, thus change the
maximum phase angle. Shown in Figure 7-7 are the changes in θmax and f(θmax) with time
on a notched sample during SSRT. At the early stage without cracking activity, the
frequency at maximum phase angle is located within a range of 0.3 to 0.4 Hz. After the
global yielding of the notched sample, f(θmax) quickly increases to a region around 0.8 Hz.
As shown in Figure 7-3, active crack growth takes place after the global yielding.
Therefore, higher f(θmax) is related to the fast corrosion activity due to SCC. After the
maximum stress, f(θmax) slowly decreases from 0.8 Hz to 0.3 Hz due to the ductile and
shear fractures shown in Figure 7-4. Less corrosion activity takes place at this stage.
Moreover, the final fracture of the sample drives the peak frequency below 0.1 Hz.
Therefore, the cracking dynamics of carbon steel in SFGE can be at least categorized into
two different frequency regions: (1) passive or early cracking at around 0.4 Hz; (2) active
cracking at around 0.8 Hz. EIS response at a frequency can often be related to a certain
type of reaction. Though the change in f(θmax) is not very sensitive, such a correlation
between f(θmax) and cracking dynamics can be used as a fingerprint for characterizing the
cracking stage and will be further discussed later.
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Figure 7-7. Evolution of maximum phase angle (θmax) and frequency at maximum phase
angle (f(θmax)) from ac impedance Bode plots during SSRT under OCP in aerated SFGE

Compared with f(θmax), more time-resolved EIS response can be obtained from
θmax, as shown in Figure 7-7. θmax increases initially due to the surface film growth. At
around 250 minutes, θmax starts to decrease till the maximum stress on the SSRT curve.
Fast decreasing rate is visible after the global yielding. Such a decrease in θmax is mainly
due to crack initiation and growth. After the maximum stress, an increase in θmax, similar
to behaviors at 0.1 and 0.01 Hz in Figure 7-5, is present before the final fracture. After
fracture, a re-passivation related increase in θmax shows the film growth on a corroded
fracture surface.

7.5 Effect of Applied Potential on SCC Behavior and EIS Response
Shown in Figure 7-8 is the stress corrosion crack depth on the fracture surface
after SSRT under OCP or with a constant applied potential. It shows that the crack
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growth rate increases as the applied anodic potential increases. Potentiodynamic
polarization in SFGE [52, 74] has showed that the applied potential in Figure 7-8 falls
into a range where the anodic dissolution current quickly increases with the potential.
Thus, it can be reasonably concluded that the cracking process is closely related to a
strong anodic dissolution process. With the applied cathodic potential of -115 mV vs
(Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH), the cracking is inhibited, which also supports an anodic
mechanism for SCC in this system.
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Figure 7-8. Stress corrosion crack depth on the fracture surface after SSRT under various
applied potentials (vs Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH) in aerated SFGE

The evolutions of θmax and f(θmax) under various applied potentials are shown in
Figure 7-9. Anodic current and calculated notch-root stress are also shown at the bottom
of each plot as references. At 85 and 135 mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH), f(θmax)
shows 0.3~0.4 Hz when there is no stress and 1.3 Hz when the stress reaches the
maximum. Compared to Figure 7-7, higher f(θmax) is presented during crack growth. This
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phenomenon can be easily related to a faster corrosion activity ahead of the crack tip
which has been shown in Figure 7-8 and other literature [52]. At the same time, a lower
θmax is also present as the potential increases. From 85 to 135 mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M
LiCl,EtOH), anodic current increases by four times. Clearly, the anodic dissolution
reduces the charge-transfer resistance, which leads to the increase in f(θmax) and the
decrease in θmax. If the anodic dissolution is stopped by a cathodic polarization at -115
mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH), no change in f(θmax) and θmax is present during the
tensile test. Similar to the conclusion from other literature [52], the anodic dissolution
plays an important role in the SCC process.
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Figure 7-9. Evolutions of maximum phase angle (θmax), frequency at maximum phase
angle (f(θmax)) and current density during SSRT under various applied potentials in
aerated SFGE: (a) 85mV; (b) 135mV; (c) -115mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH)
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7.6 Single Frequency Monitoring of Phase Angle during SSRT
With the detailed understanding of phase angle behavior under SCC (both
magnitude and frequency changes), a single frequency monitoring was used to
characterize the cracking process with the phase angle shift under a certain frequency
during SSRT. Shown in Figure 7-10 is the 1 Hz phase angle monitoring with 85 and 135
mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH). The frequency of 1 Hz is chosen to accommodate both
the cracking-related physical response and the fast test speed. The measurement time for
each data point is about 1~2 seconds. Though this test duration is still longer than a film
rupture process (a time scale of millisecond), it is still good enough to monitor the
changes in the related electrochemical process during the crack initiation and propagation,
such as the crack tip dissolution and repassivation. As shown in Figure 7-10, the applied
anodic potentials at 85 and 135 mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH) result in a similar trend
of phase angle change with respect to stress. Before the global yielding, the phase angle
under 85 mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH) increases initially, then fluctuates and slightly
decreases after 200 minutes. This suggests an electrochemical related crack initiation
process. In contrast, 135 mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH) results in a continuous
increase in phase angle before the global yielding, which may be due to the better initial
passivation under higher potential. However, during the SCC propagation, 135 mV shows
a significant lower phase angle than 85 mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH). And the
sample elongation under 135 mV is shorter. Therefore, higher anodic polarization
enhances the crack dissolution, which leads to higher SCC susceptibility.
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Figure 7-10. 1 Hz single frequency phase angle monitoring during SSRT under different
anodic potentials: (a) 85 mV; (b) 135 mV vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH)

7.7 Physical Meaning of Phase Angle Parameters in Stress Corrosion Cracking
Process
For a stress corrosion crack, many factors can be involved to interpret its EIS
response, such as crack tip behavior, crack wall behavior, solution chemistry in the crack,
and crack propagation path. To understand the parameters of phase angle and their
relations with the SCC steps, let’s start with a simple Randles circuit (Figure 7-11). Rs,
Rct, and Cdl are the solution resistance, the charge-transfer resistance and the double layer
capacitance, respectively. The total impedance of this circuit can be expressed as
following:
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Rct
ωRct2 C dl
Z T = Rs +
−j
1 + ω 2 Rct2 C dl2
1 + ω 2 Rct2 C dl2

(7-3)

It is clear that total impedance has a complicated form. Its absolute value is still affected
by Rct, Cdl, Rs and their combinations. Just by simply using ZT, it is difficult to reflect the
individual corrosion-related elements without fitting.

Cdl

Rs

Rct
Figure 7-11. A simple Randles circuit

Based on Equation (7-3), the phase angle can be obtained as following:

tan θ = −

ωRct2 C dl
1
=
2 2
2
Rs + Rct
R s + Rct + ω Rct C dl Rs
+ ωC dl R s
ωRct2 C dl

(7-4)

This form in Equation (7-4) shows exactly what has been discussed in Figure 7-5.
Generally speaking, the phase angle decreases as Rct decreases. However, at different
frequency, the changing trend in phase angle may be different. By considering ω term as
a weight factor in the second part of Equation (7-4), two general conclusions can be made:
(1) if ω is small, the change in RctCdl dominates the phase angle; (2) if ω is large, the
change in Cdl dominates the phase angle. Since the SCC of carbon steel in SFGE is an
anodic dissolution process, the change in Rct is significant due to the dissolution.
Therefore, low frequency range presents better sensitivity to monitor the SCC. This
proves the observation in Figure 7-5.
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By using the derivative d(tanθ)/dω = 0, the frequency at maximum phase angle
and maximum phase angle can be expressed by the following Equations. (7-5) and (7-6):

f(θ max ) =

1
2πRct C dl

Rs + Rct
Rs



Rct

θ max = − tan −1 
 2 R (R + R ) 
s
s
ct 


(7-5)

(7-6)

Compared to the frequency-based phase angle expression in Equation (7-4), f(θmax) and
θmax clearly show much simpler relationships to Rct and Cdl. Considering the fact that Cdl
usually changes much slower than Rct during fast corrosion process, f(θmax) should
increase as Rct decreases. In Equation (7-6), θmax is not related to Cdl. It only exhibits a
simple relationship with Rct. And θmax should decrease with the decrease in Rct due to fast
corrosion. As discussed in Figures 7-7 and 7-9, SCC behavior of carbon steel in SFGE
leads to an increase in f(θmax) and a decrease in θmax. Based on these expressions, it can
be reasonably concluded that the cracking process induces a fast dissolution process
which decreases Rct for the system.
From Equations (7-4), (7-5) and (7-6), it can be concluded that the characteristics
of the maximum phase angle (f(θmax) and θmax) are good parameters to evaluate the
corrosion process in a dynamic corroded system. The validity of using phase angle at a
certain frequency to evaluate the corrosion process highly depends on the choice of the
frequency range. Usually, a lower frequency can provide more sensitivity to the faradaic
process.
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7.8 Transmission Line Model
To retrieve physical significances from a crack based corrosion process, better
equivalent circuit is needed to associate physical/chemical properties to mathematical
variables. SCC during SSRT is a dynamic process. It involves changes in both crack
geometry and electrochemical activity. Inside a single crack, these changes are
contributed by crack growth, crack tip activity, crack wall activity, and crack chemistry.
Therefore, a rigorous model which can accommodate geometry change and crack tip/wall
activity changes is needed to relate the EIS signal to the cracking behavior. Transmission
line model, initially developed for porous electrode by de Levie [75], provides a
possibility to model a changing geometry by repeating certain electrochemical elements
along the growth direction. It has been successfully used to understand SCC behavior [72,
73, 76] in various systems. In this study, TLM was utilized to describe the whole SCC
process on a notched tensile sample during SSRT. However, as shown in Figure 7-6, the
cracking process generates a high instability. The spectrum obtained from a long-time
measurement is significantly averaged. Therefore, data fitting using equivalent circuit is
not suitable for SCC study. In this paper, a simulation approach using TLM with real
sample and crack geometry was used to understand the roles of different physical
properties (or circuit elements) on the phase angle evolution during the cracking process.
Furthermore, the comparison between the experimental spectra and the simulated spectra
helps us derive a clearer picture of the activities inside a stress corrosion crack.
Figure 7-12(a) represents the total impedance from the tensile sample, which
includes both surface impedance and crack impedance. As shown in Figure 7-12(b), the
surface impedance includes a resistor and a capacitor. The crack impedance is modeled
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by a TLM with a crack depth D shown in Figure 7-12(c), which includes repeated
elements for solution resistance and crack wall impedance along the crack, and a crack
tip impedance element. The TLM impedance used in this work is calculated based on
Bisquert’s enhanced model [77]. The derivations of TLM are described elsewhere [72, 73,
75, 77, 78]. The crack impedance can be described as equations (7-7) and (7-8):

1 Z tip
D
coth  
λ Rsol
λ
1 Z tip 1
D
+ coth  
2
λ Rsol λ
λ
1+

Z crack = Rsol

λ=

(7-7)

Z wall
Rsol

(7-8)

where Rsol is the length-specific solution resistance inside a crack (Ω/cm), Ztip is the crack
tip resistance (Ω), Zwall is the crack wall length-specific impedance (Ω cm), and D is the
crack depth (cm).

Zsurface
Rohm

(a) Ztotal :
Zcrack

Csurface

(b) Zsurface :
Rsurface
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(c) Zcrack :

Rsol

Rsol

Rsol

...
Rwall Cwall Rwall Cwall

Rwall Cwall Rtip Ctip

Crack Depth (D)
Figure 7-12. Equivalent transmission line circuit for a stress corrosion crack (including
both crack and surface impedances): (a) Ztotal; (b) Zsurface; (c) Zcrack. Rsurface, Csurface, Rwall,
Cwall, Rtip, and Ctip stand for resistance and capacitance components for sample surface,
crack wall, and crack tip. Rsol represents the solution resistivity inside the crack.

7.9 Simplified Physical Model for a Stress Corrosion Crack
Figure 7-13 describes a physical picture of a propagating stress corrosion crack on
carbon steel in SFGE during SSRT. As shown in Figure 7-4, the final fracture surface of
a notched tensile sample exhibits three distinct regions: ductile fracture region, shear
fracture transition region, and SCC brittle fracture region. SCC region forms like a
continuous ring around the fracture surface on the notched tensile sample. Based on the
experimental observations, stress corrosion crack growth on a notched sample can be
categorized into two stages, shown respectively in Figures 7-13(a) and 7-13(b). At the
early stage, a number of cracks initiate from the defects [51] and grow independently.
With time, these independent stress corrosion cracks coalesce and form a continuous
SCC ring which propagates towards the center of the sample.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7-13. Crack evolution schematics on the fracture surface: (a) crack growth at early
stage; (b) crack growth after full crack coalescence.

Based on the nature of a stress corrosion crack, the crack morphology is
simplified to a rectangular cuboid geometry, as shown in Figure 7-14. Crack morphology
includes crack surface length (L), crack mouth opening width at the surface (W), and
crack depth (D). Compared to a cylindrical geometry, this cuboidal geometry makes a
better visualization for the crack propagation, which usually has faster growth rate along
the length and depth direction, but less growth rate along the crack opening width. The
active zone of the crack tip is defined with a fixed width of 5µm and a length of L.

Crack Tip

5µm
Width (W)
Surface Length (L)

Depth (D)

Figure 7-14. Simplified schematic of a crack with crack depth D, crack opening width W,
crack surface length L, and active crack tip width 5µm.
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Without further explanation in the figure caption, the values of some universal
parameters used in crack simulation are shown Table 7-1, which are all obtained and
estimated based on experiments. Based on Figure 7-2(a), a resistance magnitude of
1.6x105 Ω cm2 and a capacitance of 2.5x10-5 F/cm2 are set as a passive state in TLM
simulation.
Table 7-1. Universal parameters for the crack simulation.
Gauge Surface Area
(cm2)
Gauge Surface Resistance Rsurface
(Ω cm2)
Gauge Surface Capacitance Csurface
(F/cm2)
Solution Resistivity
(Ω cm)

2
1.6x105
2.5x10-5
880

In the following simulation, the electrochemical elements (Rsurface, Csurface, Rwall,
Cwall, Rtip, Ctip) are changed from this passive state to a more actively corroded state in
order to investigate their effects on EIS response. In addition to these values, three other
assumptions are made in order to utilize the de Levie’s transmission line model:
(1) the solution resistivity inside the crack keeps constant along the crack axis;
(2) the solid phase represents a metallic electrode behavior;
(3) the local crack tip and crack wall impedances are independent from the whole
electrochemical system.

7.10 Effect of the Inactive (Non-cracking) Surface Area on EIS Response
The equivalent circuit in Figure 7-12 contains two major components: surface
impedance and crack impedance. On a notched tensile sample like the one in Figure 31(c), the stress is concentrated at the notch root throughout SSRT. In contrast, the stress
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on other surface areas, such as the notch side and the sample gauge, always remains
below the yield stress. These regions remain in the passive state, similar to that for the
unstressed static immersion sample, as shown in Figure 7-2 and elsewhere [52]. The
effect of these non-cracking surface areas on the total impedance Ztotal is simulated and
shown in Figure 7-15. When we consider a crack with a fixed geometry and activity, the
decrease in the exposed surface area outside the crack raises the total impedance at all
frequencies. Most importantly, the maximum phase angle, which exhibits a strong
correlation to SCC kinetics (Figures. 7-7 and 7-9), shifts towards the higher frequency
range when the exposed area decreases. At the mean time, the magnitude of maximum
phase angle increases as the surface area decreases. Since the higher frequency
measurement requires much less testing time, the decrease in the sample surface area
exposed to the SFGE could enable EIS to characterize faster cracking process with good
spectrum stability.
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Figure 7-15. TLM simulation about the effect of unstressed gauge surface area on EIS
response from an SSRT sample. Both the electrochemical and geometrical parameters are
fixed as following: Rwall=1.6x105 Ω cm2, Rtip=50 Ω cm2, Ctip= Cwall=2.5x10-5 F/cm2,
D=100µm, W=50µm, L=7540µm.

7.11 Phase Angle Response at Two Stages of Crack Growth
The schematic in Figure 7-13 shows two stages of crack growth on a notched
tensile sample tested by SSRT in the aerated SFGE. The major difference between the
two stages is the change in the area of the active crack tip. At the early stage of
independent crack growth (Figure 7-13(a)), both active crack tip length and crack depth
increase with time. However, at the later stage when cracks coalesce to form a single
circular ring, shown in Figure 7-13(b), the SCC ring propagation reduces the aspect ratio,
resulting in a slight decrease in crack tip length with time. Figure 7-16 simulates the EIS
responses from the same crack with an active crack tip at different crack growth stages.
The crack geometry is calculated based on Figure 7-14. For the case of the independent
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growth (Figure 7-13(a)), the relationships among crack length (L), depth (D) and width
(W) are L/D=4 and D/W=2, which are obtained based on the interrupted SSRT using
smooth sample. For the case of the ring growth, D/W=2, and L is calculated based on
sample diameter reduction. As shown in Figure 7-16(a), ten cracks with the same size are
simulated for the independent growth mode at the early stage. Various crack depths, from
10 µm to 300 µm, are simulated to show the EIS response at different crack growth stage,
representing a dynamic change during the propagation of an active crack before
coalescence. The results show that independent crack growth reduces the impedance at
low frequency range (< 1 Hz). Furthermore, phase angles at low frequencies (< 1 Hz)
also decrease as the crack depth increase. The maximum phase angle decreases and shifts
slightly towards higher frequency region as the crack depth increases. However, after
coalescence, crack growth as a form of ring, shown in Figure 7-16(b), generates almost
similar EIS spectra from 10 µm to 200 µm depths. This is mostly because the crack
growth as a form of ring makes little changes on the length of active crack tip. Therefore,
Figure 7-16 suggests that crack initiation at the early stage with the increase in crack
density can generate more changes in phase angle than ring-type crack propagation. Such
a difference is primarily due to the multiple crack initiation at the early stage. This
explains the experimental observation in Figures.7-5 and 7-7 where the decreasing rate in
phase angle and θmax shows the maximum value around the global yield stress. However,
when the stress is close to the maximum stress, the value of phase angle keeps low and
constant.
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Figure 7-16. TLM simulation about the effect of crack depth on EIS response from an
SSRT sample. The electrochemical parameters are fixed as following: Rwall=1.6x105 Ω
cm2, Rtip=50 Ω cm2, Ctip= Cwall=2.5x10-5 F/cm2. The crack geometry evolutions are set
respectively as following: (a) independent crack growth, L/D=4, D/W=2; (b) crack
growth in the form of ring, D/W=2, L is calculated based on ring propagation geometry.

Figure 7-17 shows the simulation results for the effects of an active crack tip vs. a
passive crack tip during the early-stage crack initiation growth. The crack growth is an
independence growth before coalescence, which means the active crack tip length keeps
increasing. The changes in f(θmax) and θmax are shown in Figure 7-17. When the crack tip
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is active (Figure 7-17(a)), f(θmax) keeps increasing and θmax keeps decreasing during the
crack propagation. The experimental results in Figures. 7-7, 7-9(a) and 7-9(b) confirm
this situation. However, once the tip keeps a non-corroding passive condition, as shown
in Figure 7-17(b), the simulation shows there is no change in f(θmax) and θmax during then
tensile test. Figure 7-17(c) shows an interesting condition in which the crack tip, crack
wall and sample surface are all active with low resistance. Although the EIS response
shows low θmax and high f(θmax), no change in f(θmax) and θmax is visible during the
extension of the crack depth. This also explains the experimental results in Figure 7-9(c),
where cathodic polarization inhibits the corrosion and keeps f(θmax) and θmax constant.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the observed changes in f(θmax) and θmax in the
experiments are mostly due to an active local dissolution (usually a crack tip) on a large
passive surface (usually a crack wall and sample surface).
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Figure 7-17. TLM simulation of maximum phase angle (θmax) and frequency at maximum
phase angle (f(θmax)) under different crack tip, wall and sample surface activities at earlystage crack growth with various crack depths. The following electrochemical parameters
are fixed: Ctip=Cwall=Csurface=2.5x10-5 F/cm2, independent crack growth (L/D=4, D/W=2).
The values of resistor elements are following: (a) Rtip=50 Ω cm2, Rwall=Rsurface=1.6x105 Ω
cm2; (b) Rtip= Rwall=Rsurface=1.6x105 Ω cm2; (c) Rtip= Rwall=Rsurface=50 Ω cm2.

7.12 Effect of Solution Resistivity Inside The Crack on EIS Signal
Understanding the chemistry and electrochemistry inside a crack is always
important for interpreting the cracking behavior [26, 79-81]. In Figure 7-18, we simulate
the effect of solution resistivity inside the crack with an active crack tip and passive crack
wall. SFGE has a high solution resistivity, which is around 4.4 KΩ cm [74]. According to
the literatures, solution resistance inside a crack should be higher than that in the bulk
solution, primarily due to the higher cation and anion concentrations [26]. In an anodic
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dissolution type SCC, it is contributed by the fast local anodic dissolution and the
autocatalytic activities. Solution resistivity is varied from 0.22 to 4.4 KΩ cm. No
significant change is made on the EIS response. Therefore, the changes in phase angle in
experiments are mostly related to the cracking behavior, not the change in the local
resistivity inside the crack.
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Figure 7-18. TLM simulation of the effect of solution resistivity inside the crack with an
active crack tip and a passive crack tip. The following parameters are fixed:
Rwall=1.6x105 Ω cm2, Rtip=50 Ω cm2, Ctip=Cwall=2.5x10-5 F/cm2, D=100µm, W=50µm,
L=7540µm.

7.13 Effect of Crack Tip and Crack Wall Resistance during Crack Propagation
The value of resistor is usually directly related to the dissolution process. Figure
7-19 shows the effect of crack tip resistance (Rtip) and crack wall resistance (Rwall) on EIS
response from the same crack geometry. For a stress corrosion crack, the corrosion
activity at the crack tip is usually significantly more active than that at the crack wall,
which maintains the crack geometry and results in a growth of crack along the direction
of crack tip. A passive surface of carbon steel in SFGE usually exhibits a polarization
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resistance around 105 Ω cm2, as shown in Figure 7-2(a). Therefore, the values of Rtip and
Rwall for simulation are chosen below this passive value to study their effects. As shown
in Figure 7-19(a), the increase in the crack tip activity (decrease in Rtip) reduces the total
impedance of carbon steel in SFGE at low frequency range. The phase angle below 1 Hz
also decreases as Rtip decreases. At the mean time, θmax decreases and shifts towards the
high frequency range. These simulation results present trends similar to the experimental
observation in the previous part. Shown in Figure 7-19(b) is the effect of crack wall
activity. Reduced by three orders of magnitude in Rwall from the passive state, EIS
response shows a very slight change. Further reduction in Rwall to 500 Ω cm2, which is
close to an active crack tip behavior, significantly decreases both phase angle and
resistance. Clearly, the crack wall activity in a stress corrosion crack can not be similar as
the crack tip activity. Otherwise, it can blunt the crack tip and change a crack into a pit.
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Figure 7-19. TLM simulation about the effect of the resistance of (a) crack tip and (b)
crack wall on EIS response of a stress corrosion crack. The crack geometry is fixed as
following: D=100µm, W=50µm, L=7540µm. The electrochemical parameters are set
respectively as following: (a) Rwall=1.6x105 Ω cm2, Cwall=2.5x10-5 F/cm2, Ctip=2.5x10-5
F/cm2; (b) Rtip=50 Ω cm2, Ctip=2.5x10-5 F/cm2, Cwall=2.5x10-5 F/cm2.
The effects of a passive crack wall and an active crack wall against various crack
tip activities are summarized in Figure 7-20 using simulation. When the crack wall is
relatively passive, the crack tip dominates the EIS when Rtip reduces to below 1000 Ω
cm2. However, when the crack wall is very active, such as the situation in a pit, EIS
signal keeps constant. It should be noted that the simulated θmax and f(θmax) in Figure 720(a) exhibits a more passive behavior than the experimental result in Figure 7-7.
Therefore, it can be reasonably concluded that the actual Rwall on the crack wall should be
lower than a passive value, but still much higher than an active value of crack tip. These
simulated results suggest that an increase in corrosion activity at the crack tip serves as a
main reason for the significant drop in phase angle during SSRT.
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Figure 7-20. TLM simulation of the effect of crack tip area-specific resistance (Rtip) on
maximum phase angle (θmax) and frequency at maximum phase angle (f(θmax)) in cracks
with passive and active crack walls. Ctip=Cwall=2.5x10-5 F/cm2, sample surface area = 2
cm2, D=100µm, W=50µm, L=7540µm. The crack wall resistances are following: (a)
Rwall=1.6x105 Ω cm2; (b) Rwall=50 Ω cm2.

7.14 Effect of The Crack Tip and The Crack Wall Capacitance on EIS Response
In all the simulations above, the capacitances in both crack tip and crack wall are
considered to be the same as its passive value 2.5x10-5 F/cm2. This assumption is made
because the charge-transfer resistance usually plays a dominant role in a dissolution
process. Furthermore, the change in the resistance is much faster than that in the
capacitance, as shown in Figure 7-2(a). Here in Figure 7-21, the effect of the capacitance
is studied in detail. In Figure 7-21(a), the increase in the crack tip capacitance (Ctip) does
not change the EIS response. Only when Ctip increases to a very high value of 0.25 F/cm2,
the maximum phase angle shifts to a lower frequency. At the mean time, two time
constants appear in the EIS response. In Figure 7-21(b), the increase in the crack wall
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capacitance (Cwall) continuously shifts the whole phase angle curve to a lower frequency
range. A second time constant, appearing as a flat tail in phase angle curve, is visible in
the spectrum. The impedance magnitude curve presents a concave shape in the frequency
range of 100~0.01 Hz. The shape of spectrum under high Cwall is very similar to what has
been observed in Figure 7-6(b), where both the long-tail second time constant in phase
angle and the concave shape in impedance are experimentally visible upon fracture.
Therefore, the simulation in Figure 7-21(b) suggests that the dissolution and porous
corrosion product formation also take place on the crack wall (see Figure 7-4), which
changes the permittivity and increases the Cwall during the cracking process. This
phenomenon becomes visible once the crack tip corrosion activity significantly decreases
upon the final fracture.
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Figure 7-21. TLM simulation about the effect of (a) Ctip and (b) Cwall on EIS response of
a stress corrosion crack. The crack geometries are fixed as following: D=100µm,
W=50µm, L=7540µm. Sample surface area = 2 cm2. The electrochemical parameters are
set respectively as following: (a) Rwall=1.6x105 Ω cm2, Cwall=2.5x10-5 F/cm2, Rtip=50 Ω
cm2; (b) Rtip=50 Ω cm2, Ctip=2.5x10-5 F/cm2, Rwall=1.6x105 Ω cm2.

7.15 Conclusions
The changes in electrochemical impedance, especially phase angle in Bode format,
have been thoroughly studied to develop an understanding of the SCC of carbon steel in
the SFGE. Compared to normal OCP measurement, Bode analysis of phase angle
provides more variables, such as magnitude and frequency. Within a certain frequency
range, phase angle is sensitive to the resistance change in the crack during SCC. Strong
correlation between phase angle and SCC was observed within a frequency range from
0.1 Hz to 1 Hz. The electrochemical response from the cracking process can be studied
using both phase angle at a single frequency and maximum phase angle. Frequency at
maximum phase angle also suggests the cracking behavior, increasing towards an active
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corrosion region at around 1 Hz. The behavior of maximum phase angle is
mathematically more related to charge-transfer resistance. Though TLM model can not
be used to retrieve full physical process during cracking due to the model complexity and
the instability of the cracking process, the TLM simulation based on real geometry can
still provide some understanding of stress corrosion crack growth in this system by
correlating the changing trend of phase angle in simulation and in experiments. Several
conclusions can be obtained: (1) small sample size shifts the SCC-sensitive frequency
towards high frequency region, which can reduce the EIS measurement time and increase
the stability; (2) multiple crack initiation at the early stage can produce more changes in
the phase angle than the ring-type crack growth at the latter stage;(3) the crack tip is very
corrosive with fast dissolution during SCC while the crack wall is less active; (4) the
change in the solution resistivity inside the crack does not affect EIS response; (5) the
crack wall capacitance may also increase during SCC.
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CHAPTER 8
CATHODIC ACTIVITIES OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN ON
CARBON STEEL IN SIMULATED FUEL-GRADE ETHANOL AND
ITS IMPACT ON HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

Previous chapters have systematically discussed the corrosion and stress corrosion
cracking of carbon steel in SFGE. The unique anodic behavior of carbon steel in ethanol
system results in a lower passivity and higher dissolution rate, depending on ethanol
chemistry. As the other part of corrosion reaction, cathodic activities in the solution also
play an important role in controlling the corrosion kinetics and possible hydrogen
production. Compared to the anodic behavior, no systematic work has been done towards
understanding the cathodic corrosion reactions in ethanolic environments, specially
oxygen reduction and hydrogen evolution. In this chapter, detailed electrochemical
studies were carried out to understand the cathodic activities on carbon steel in SFGE.
Oxygen and hydrogen activities were studied based on the changes in ethanol chemistry.
Hydrogen uptake and its impact on hydrogen embrittlement were also studied.

8.1 Effect of Dissolved Oxygen on Cathodic Reactions
It is known that both oxygen and nitrogen have much higher solubility in ethanol
than in water [82]. Figure 8-1 shows the measured dissolved oxygen concentration in
200-proof ethanol under the bubbling gas with various oxygen-nitrogen mixing ratios.
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When the oxygen concentration in the gas is smaller than 21%, the measured value of
dissolved oxygen exhibits a good linear relationship with oxygen concentration in the gas
mixture. The value of dissolved oxygen in ethanol under 21% O2+79% N2 gas flow is
around 79.8 ppm, which is very similar to other reported values in literature [57, 82, 83].
However, higher oxygen partial pressure in gas, e.g. 50%, results in a slight deviation
from the linear relationship given by Henry’s law with the mathematical formula of
C=P/k. Here, C is the dissolved oxygen concentration in ethanol. P is the partial pressure
of oxygen in ethanol. k is Henry’s constant and equal to 10360 Pa m3 mol-1 at 293 K [57].
Such a deviation at higher oxygen partial pressure region is probably due to the
influences of the adopted gas flow rate and the optical sensing mechanism. Nevertheless,
the data shown in Figure 8-1 exhibits a clear range of dissolved oxygen present in ethanol
under various O2-N2 mixing ratios in the gas flow used in this study.
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Figure 8-1. Measured dissolved oxygen concentration (ppm) in 200-proof ethanol, under
100 ml/min purge-gas flow rate, with various oxygen concentration in the gas mixture.
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The cathodic polarization behavior of carbon steel in acidic SFGE under different
aeration conditions are shown in Figure 8-2. The oxygen percentage in the bubbling gas
changes from 0% to 50%. As the oxygen concentration decreases, OCP also decreases.
Four major slopes of cathodic reaction, marked from I to IV, are visible in acidic SFGE.
Clearly, they represent four different major cathodic reactions. The presence of oxygen
plays an important role in reduction reaction. With even 1% O2, Reaction III quickly
changes to Reaction I, undergoing a significant decrease in the overpotential. The
limiting current density of Reaction II decreases as the oxygen concentration decreases.
When the oxygen concentration reaches 1%, Reaction II disappears and the limiting
current density of Reaction I starts to decrease. Clearly, Reactions I and II represent the
reduction activities involve oxygen. At very high cathodic overpotential, where the
diffusion of oxygen to the metal surface becomes a limiting step, all curves converge at
Reaction IV. The deficiency of oxygen, close to surface, stops the oxygen reduction
reaction. Without oxygen present as a reactant (100% N2 in gas-mixture), it can be
reasonably concluded that hydrogen evolution or other reduction reactions contribute to
Reactions III and IV in Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-2. Cathodic polarization behavior of carbon steel in acidic SFGE (ethanol (99
vol%), water (1 vol%), acetic acid (56 mg/L), NaCl (53 mg/L)) with different aeration
conditions

8.2 Effect of Acetic Acid on Cathodic Reactions
In the FGE standard [84], acetic acid is included as an oxidation byproduct
present in fuel-grade ethanol. Shown in Figure 8-3 are the effects of acetic acid on the
cathodic behaviors of carbon steel in 200-proof ethanol under aerated and de-aerated
conditions. In Figure 8-3(a), under aeration (21% O2 + 79% N2), OCP slightly decreases
with an increase in the acidity. A huge drop in the OCP is visible with the addition of 280
mg/L acetic acid. The limiting current density after the initial slope (similar to Reaction I
in Figure 8-2) decreases as the acetic acid concentration decreases. However, the limiting
current density after the 2nd slope (similar to Reaction II in Figure 8-2) does not change
with the acetic acid concentration. It suggests that protons dissociated from acetic acid
only participate in Reaction I at a low cathodic overpotential. Since both Reactions I and
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II are oxygen dominated reduction processes, the possible reactions can be reasonably
summarized as following for 200-proof ethanol:
For Reaction I:
O 2 + 4CH 3 COOH + 4e − ⇔ 2H 2 O + 4CH 3 COO −

(8-1)

For Reaction II:
O 2 + 2C 2 H 5 OH + 4e − ⇔ 2C 2 H 5 O − + 2OH −

(8-2)

With the presence of acetic acid, proton assists oxygen reduction at lower cathodic
overpotentials (Equation 8-1). At the high overpotential region, the deficiency of free
proton close to the surface limits the kinetics of Equation 8-1. Then, ethanol itself is

Potential vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH)/mV

further dissociated to promote the oxygen reduction in Equation 8-2.
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Figure 8-3. Cathodic polarization behavior of carbon steel in 200-proof ethanol with
different acetic acid concentrations: (a) aerated condition (21% O2+79% N2); (b)
deaerated condition (100% N2)
The main difference between the tests for Figures 8-2 and 8-3 is the presence of
water in SFGE. In Figure 8-2, SFGE contains 1 vol% water. Water exhibits a higher
dissociation constant than ethanol. Therefore, in Reaction II, the dissociation of water is
also possible and the reaction can be described as following:
O 2 + 2H 2 O + 4e − ⇔ 4OH −

(8-3)

Figure 8-3(b) shows the effect of acetic acid on the cathodic activity in 200-proof
ethanol under de-aerated condition. The current values for the slope between -700 mV
and -1000 mV vs Ref. increases as the acetic acid concentration increases. This slope
represents the similar reaction as Reaction III in Figure 8-2. Without acetic acid, Reaction
III disappears. These results indicate that the proton plays an important role in supporting
Reaction III in ethanolic environments. Without oxygen, hydrogen reduction is a possible
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cathodic reaction at the region with relatively high cathodic overpotential. Reaction III
may be described by the following equation:
CH 3 COOH + e − ⇔ CH 3 COO − + H ads

(8-4)

The adsorbed hydrogen atoms, Hads, can subsequently combine to form H2 molecules or
diffuse into the metallic lattice, depending on the kinetics of these processes in certain
environment. At a cathodic overpotential beyond -1200 mV vs Ref., the deficiency of
acetic acid near the surface promotes a limiting reduction current and another reaction
slope, which is similar to Reaction IV in Figure 8-2. Apparently, ethanol can be reduced
under such a high overpotential. The reduction reaction is following:
C 2 H 5 OH + e − ⇔ C 2 H 5 O − + H ads

(8-5)

It should be noted that hydrogen evolution in Equation (8-5) relies on the discharge of
ethanol, which results in a reduction potential far below the free corrosion potential.
Therefore, this process should not contribute to the corrosion process significantly. The
verification of these hydrogen reactions will be discussed later using hydrogen
permeation test.
Different from the 200-proof ethanol results in Figure 8-3(b), SFGE in Figure 8-2
contains 1 vol% water which may also contribute to the cathodic reduction reaction. In
addition to the ethanol discharge described in Equation (8-5), water may also be reduced
in Reaction IV to produce hydrogen at a high cathodic overpotential beyond -1000 mV vs
Ref., as following:
H 2 O + e − ⇔ OH − + H ads

(8-6)

The cathodic activation slopes for the major reactions, βc, have been summarized
in Table 8-1 from Figure 8-3. The measurements of the activation slope in this table are
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based on the curves with 280 mg/L and 0 mg/L acetic acid in Figures 8-3(a) and 8-3(b),
which reduces the effects from the mass transport and mixed cathodic reactions.
Generally speaking, oxygen reduction reactions exhibit higher activation slopes than
hydrogen evolution reactions. Under aeration, oxygen reduction in Equation (8-1) shows
a very similar slope as that in Equation (8-2). However, under de-aeration, hydrogen
evolution through acetic acid discharge (Equation (8-4)) shows a smaller activation slope
than that through ethanol discharge (Equation (8-5)). The activation controlled cathodic
reaction slope, βc, can be described using the following expression:

βc =

2.303RT
αnF

(8-7)

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, α is the charge-transfer coefficient, n is
the transferred electron number during reaction, and F is the Faraday’s constant. Chargetransfer coefficient refers to the fraction of the interfacial energy that helps in lowering
the activation energy barrier of a reaction. Clearly, oxygen reduction in Equation (8-1)
has a similar α as that in Equation (8-2) if the number of electron is considered to be the
same. But hydrogen evolution in Equation (8-5) has a lower α than that in Equation (8-4),
which is primarily due to the difficulty in discharging an ethanol molecule. Of course, the
way of the further hydrogen recombination can also affect the slope. Oxygen reduction
transfers more electrons than hydrogen evolution, but still exhibits higher activation
slopes than hydrogen evolution. This may suggests that transporting and decomposing O2
in ethanol form a possible limiting step for cathodic reaction in ethanol.
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Table 8-1. Measured activation slopes of different oxygen and hydrogen cathodic
reactions in 200-proof ethanol based on Figure 8-3.
Reaction Type

Activation Slope
(mV vs Ref. / decade)

Reaction in Equation (8-1)

191 ± 5

Reaction in Equation (8-2)

190 ± 7

Reaction in Equation (8-4)

145 ± 5

Reaction in Equation (8-5)

178 ± 8

8.3 Cathodic Activities under a Wide Range of pHe and Oxygen Concentration
Figure 8-4 shows the cathodic polarization curves of carbon steel in acidic,
neutral and alkaline SFGE solutions under 21%, 5% and 0% oxygen-containing gas
bubbling through the solution. OCPs of acidic SFGE and neutral SFGE are very similar
though neutral SFGE shows a slightly more negative potential than acidic one. However,
alkaline SFGE with 50 mg/L NaOH exhibits much lower OCP, which is mostly due to
the change of redox reaction on the metal surface. The presence of acetic acid can
promote Reactions I (Equation (8-1)) and III (Equation (8-4)) under the conditions with
and without oxygen, respectively. Neutral and alkaline SFGEs present very similar
cathodic reaction patterns under all oxygen partial pressures. Based on the existing
knowledge for aqueous environments with different pH values, it can be reasonably
inferred that the cathodic reactions in neutral and alkaline SFGE can be explained by Eqs.
(2) and (3) for aerated condition and Equations (8-5) and (8-6) for de-aerated condition.
The Reactions I-IV in Figure 8-2 are also labeled in Figure 8-4 based on the pattern and
mechanism similarity. It should be noted that acidic, neutral and alkaline SFGEs show
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very similar oxygen limiting current density under different dissolved oxygen
concentrations, which suggests that the overall kinetics of oxygen reduction reaction in
SFGE is similar under different pHe. At potentials close to the OCP, carbon steel in
neutral SFGE (in Figures 8-4(a)-(c)) shows a current plateau with very low cathodic
limiting current in the range of 10-7-10-6 A/cm2. The detailed reason for this reduction

Potential vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH)/mV

reaction will be discussed later.
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Figure 8-4. Cathodic polarization behavior of carbon steel in acidic (56 mg/L acetic acid),
neutral and alkaline (50 mg/L NaOH) SFGE environments: (a) 21% O2+79% N2; (b) 5%
O2+95% N2; (c) 100% N2
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8.4 Changes in Water Content and pHe due to Cathodic Reactions
Reactions from Equation (8-1) to Equation (8-6) show that the pHe and water
content of the SFGE solutions should change, depending on the cathodic reactions
involved. Table 8-2 shows the results from the pHe and water content analysis before and
after 3 days’ polarization tests at different conditions.

According to the previous

discussion, -260 mV vs Ref. in the acidified 200-proof ethanol (under 21% O2) refers to
the proton related oxygen reduction of ethanol described in Equation (8-1), where proton
is consumed and water is produced as a result of this reaction. Whereas, -600 mV vs Ref.
in neutral SFGE (under 21% O2) refers to oxygen reduction of both ethanol and water
which can be described using Equations (8-2) and (8-3), resulting in the production of
hydroxyl ions. In comparison, -1180 mV vs Ref. in neutral SFGE (under 100% N2) refers
to the hydrogen evolution in both ethanol and water at very high cathodic overpotential,
described in Equations (8-5) and (8-6). From the present results in Table 8-2, the changes
in pHe and water content of SFGE show clear evidences of the changes predicted based
on the proposed cathodic reactions. In the first situation, both pHe and water content
increase during oxygen reduction, which confirms the consequences of the reaction in
Equation (8-1). In the second and third situations of neutral SFGE, both pHe values
increase mostly due to the production of OH- in Equations (8-2), (8-3) and (8-6). An
interesting phenomenon that should be noted is that water concentration always decreases
with cathodic polarization in either the second or the third situation of Table 4. This
suggests that water (Equations (8-3) and (8-6)) has higher reduction kinetics than ethanol
(Equations (8-2) and (8-5)) in SFGE, which is primarily due to its higher dissociation
constant and ease of discharge.
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Table 8-2. The changes in water content and pHe as the result of cathodic polarization.
Acidified ethanol contains 200-proof ethanol, acetic acid (280 mg/L), and NaCl (53
mg/L). Neutral SFGE contains ethanol (99 vol%), water (1 vol%), NaCl (53 mg/L). (Note:
theoretically, 1 vol% water in ethanol is equally to 12640.5 ppm).
Testing Condition

Time

Acidified ethanol with 280
before test
mg/L acetic acid, 21% O2,
-260mV vs Ref.
(see Figure 8-3(a) for
after 3 days’ test
polarization curve)
Neutral SFGE, 21% O2,
before test
-600 mV vs Ref.
(see Figure 8-4(a) for
after 3 days’ test
polarization curve)
Neutral SFGE, 100% N2,
before test
-1180 mV vs Ref.
(see Figure 8-4(c) for
after 3 days’ test
polarization curve)

Water
(ppm)

pHe

284.7

4.5

1388.3

5.6

12625.8

6.2

9324.3

7.4

12820.4

6.3

8534.5

8.7

8.5 Hydrogen Permeation Tests
Equations (8-4), (8-5) and (8-6) suggest that atomic hydrogen could be produced
by the reduction reaction. If so, then the atomic hydrogen could also diffuse into the
metal and affect its mechanical properties under these conditions. Hydrogen permeation
tests were carried out to verify the hydrogen production during hydrogen evolution in
ethanolic environments. Shown in Figure 8-5 is the uptake of hydrogen cathodic
permeation current under some selected environmental conditions. The cathodic
hydrogen current transients are visible for the proton reduction due to acetic acid
(Reaction III) and hydrogen evolution due to ethanol and water discharge (Reaction IV),
shown in Figures 8-5(b) and 8-5(c) respectively. Under the tested conditions in SFGE,
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the permeation current density is around 2x10-7 A/cm2, which is much smaller than the
one normally reported in the aqueous environment for carbon steel. The difference
between ethanolic environment and aqueous environment can be due to the slow cathodic
kinetics and fast surface recombination rate for hydrogen on carbon steel in ethanol. The
proton related oxygen reduction reaction, such as Reaction I in Figure 8-5(a), shows a
continuous decrease in permeation current. This indicates that no measurable hydrogen is
produced in the potential region where oxygen reduction Reaction I (or Equation (8-1)) is
the predominant reaction, though proton consumption during Reaction I is detected in
Table 8-2. It should be noted that no hydrogen gas bubble can be observed on the steel
surface during the hydrogen evolution in ethanolic environment, which may be due to the
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Figure 8-5. Hydrogen permeation current transient for a carbon steel membrane
(thickness around 1.5 mm) exposed under different environmental conditions. (Time zero
is cut from the original data and only chosen for better comparison): (a) Reaction I (see
Figure 8-4(a)) in aerated acidic SFGE; (b) Reaction III (see Figure 8-4(c)) in de-aerated
acidic SFGE; (c) Reaction IV (see Figure 8-4(c)) in de-aerated SFGE

8.6 Role of Water on the Cathodic Reactions of Carbon Steel in Ethanol
It has been widely reported that the addition of water plays an important role on
the corrosion activities of metallic materials in alcohol [4, 5, 23, 36, 37, 51, 74]. In
general, the presence of water in ethanol, even in a small amount, can significantly
change the solvent structure and its physical properties, such as dielectric constant,
oxygen content [82], and acidity [51]. Surface film characteristics can also be changed
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due to the water [74]. However, few studies have been done to investigate the water
effect on the cathodic activities of steel in ethanol. Figure 8-6 shows the cathodic
polarization curves of carbon steel in 200-proof ethanol with different water contents.
Both aerated and de-aerated conditions show a decrease in the OCP as water
concentration in SFGE increases. In Figure 8-6(a), no significant change in the oxygen
reduction (Reaction II) is visible as the water concentration in ethanol changes. However,
in Figure 8-6(b), the hydrogen evolution (Reaction IV) shows a decrease in cathodic
overpotential (or an increase in current density at a given potential) as the water
concentration increases. The activation slope of Reaction IV also decreases slightly with
the increase in water content. This may be due to the easier discharge of water than that
of ethanol during the cathodic reaction. The ease of water discharge in ethanol can also
lead to the fast consumption of water during cathodic reaction in SFGE, which is shown
by the results in Table 8-2. However, with the addition of water into ethanol, no steep
slope of limiting current is present in Figures 8-6(a) and 8-6(b) to separate the ethanol
reaction and the water reaction. Clearly, ethanol and water share the same cathodic
reaction slope. The mechanistic reason for this, which may be related to their reaction
similarity and high miscibility of water and ethanol, is still not clear at this stage.
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Figure 8-6. Cathodic behavior of carbon steel in 200-proof ethanol (ethanol (balanced),
NaCl (53 mg/L)) with different water content: (a) 21 %O2+79% N2; (b) 100% N2
The effects of water in acidic and alkaline ethanol are shown in Figure 8-7. In all
tested conditions, OCP decreases with the increase in water content. In Figure 8-7(a), the
cathodic current density in both aerated and de-aerated acidic ethanol increases as the
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water content increases. Especially under de-aerated condition, proton reduction from
acetic acid (Reaction III) shows a large decrease of its cathodic overpotential (or increase
of current density at a given potential) with the addition of water in ethanol, which is
most likely due to the easier dissociation and reduction of acetic acid in water than
ethanol. The cathodic activation slope of acetic acid reduction in ethanol keeps similar
before and after the water addition. In alkaline ethanol, as shown in Figure 8-7(b), the
oxygen reduction (Reaction II) under aerated condition shows a slight decrease in current
density due to the water addition. The hydrogen evolution due to the discharge of ethanol
and water (Reaction IV) shows an increase in current density which is similar to the
results in neutral condition, shown in Figure 8-6(b). Therefore, it can be concluded from
Figure 8-7 that the presence of water can enhance the hydrogen reduction from both
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acetic acid and ethanol.
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Figure 8-7. Effect of water on the cathodic behavior of carbon steel in (a) acidic ethanol
and (b) alkaline ethanol

The addition of a small amount of water (e.g. 0.5 %) has been reported to
decrease the free proton mobility in methanol, which possibly results in a decrease of
corrosion rate [37]. Brossia et al. proposed that the reason for this is that the protonation
of water can weaken the existing Grotthuss proton hopping mechanism in pure methanol,
leading to the decrease in proton mobility. Their hypothesis is based on the results from
the strong acid HCl in pure methanol. However, for the SFGE in the present study, a
much weaker acid, acetic acid, is present in ethanol. Since acetic acid usually has higher
acidity in water than in ethanol [51], the effect of the water addition in acidic SFGE
highly depends on the competition between the kinetics of the dissociation of acetic acid
and the protonation of water in ethanol. Figure 8-8 shows the change of the cathodic
current as the water content is incrementally increased from 0 % to 5 %. Oxygen
reduction in Reaction I (Figure 8-8(a)) and hydrogen evolution in Reaction III (Figure 88(b)) were selected as examples to study this effect. Clearly, the cathodic current in both
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figures increase with the water content, suggesting an increase in the proton activity and
availability. The decrease in proton mobility due to water protonation, which was
reported in other system [37], is not visible in both oxygen reduction and hydrogen
evolution in SFGE. In conclusion, in SFGE where acetic acid and ethanol are present, the
reaction kinetics is mostly enhanced by the fast increase of acetic acid dissociation due to
the water addition. The water solvation in ethanol can increase the free proton availability
and reaction kinetics.
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Figure 8-8. Effect of water addition on the cathodic current density from the proton
related activities in the acidic SFGE: (a) 21% O2+79% N2, proton related oxygen
reduction (Reaction I); (b) 100% N2, hydrogen evolution from acetic acid (Reaction III)
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8.7 Electrochemical Behavior in SFGE near Open-circuit Potential
Oxygen and hydrogen cathodic activities in SFGE have been thoroughly
discussed in the previous sections. Some of these reactions require high overpotentials. In
reality, general corrosion is mostly controlled by the electrochemical activities near OCP.
As mentioned previously in Figure 8-4, a small plateau with a low cathodic limiting
current in a range of 10-7-10-6 A/cm2 can be observed from the cathodic polarization
curve in neutral SFGE. This phenomenon is also present in 200-proof ethanol, shown in
Figure 8-6, no matter whether the ethanol is under aeration or de-aeration. Similar
plateaus of cathodic current near OCP were also observed by Bellucci et al. [48], who
attribute such a phenomenon to the reduction of pre-existing oxides based on Pourbaix
diagram analysis. Figure 8-9 shows the enlarged cathodic polarization curves at the closeto-OCP region. In Figures 8-9(a) and 8-9(b), the solution is pure 200-proof ethanol
without the water addition. In Figures 8-9(c) and 8-9(d), the water containing ethanol (5
vol% water) was also studied for comparison. Cathodic potentiodynamic polarization in
Figure 8-9 was carried out in two ways: (1) in cathodic direction (from OCP to more
negative cathodic overpotential); (2) in anodic direction (from negative cathodic
overpotential to OCP). In both ethanol solutions, with or without water, the plateaus near
OCP are present only when the polarization is in cathodic direction. With the polarization
in anodic direction, no plateau of cathodic current is shown. The polarization in cathodic
direction starts from an OCP equilibrium state where carbon steel surface may have metal
oxides or other oxidized species. However, the anodic direction polarization starts from a
highly negative reducing potential where fewer oxidation products are expected on the
metal surface. The differences in the presence of the plateau region between cathodic
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scan curve and anodic scan curve in the same potential range suggest that the reduction of
surface pre-existing oxides and other oxidation products forms the first cathodic reaction
in SFGE near OCP. In Figure 8-9, the current plateau formed under aeration is larger and
more stable than the one formed under de-aeration, suggesting that oxygen plays an
important role in the fast formation of pre-existing oxides and species on the carbon steel
surface near OCP in ethanolic environments.
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Figure 8-9. Cathodic activities near open-circuit potential: (a) ethanol with no water, 21%
O2+79% N2; (b) ethanol with no water, 100% N2; (c) ethanol with 5% water, 21%
O2+79% N2; (d) ethanol with 5% water, 100% N2. (The cathodic direction means the
polarization is from OCP to negative cathodic potential. The anodic direction means the
polarization is from negative cathodic potential to OCP.)

The evolution of open-circuit potential reflects the surface electrochemical
activity under free corrosion condition. Figure 8-10 shows the results of OCP
measurements which were ended when a 0.05 mV/s drifting rate was reached. Under
aeration, as shown in Figure 8-10(a), the initial OCP keeps increasing with time, which is
primarily due to the formation of some oxidation products [52, 74, 85]. Based on others’
in-situ surface study in methanol [40], these products may be ethoxy-iron [74]. Without
water, time required to reach a stable OCP is about 900 seconds. As water content
increases, the required time decreases. With 5 vol% water, less than 100 seconds are
needed to reach a stable potential with drifting rate less than 0.05mV/s. The effect of
water on OCP evolution in aerated ethanol suggests that the water can increase the
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kinetics of oxide formation on carbon steel. Other studies also showed more stable
hydroxide products can form, instead of oxides, in SFGE with high water content [74]. In
comparison, under de-aeration in Figure 8-10(b), the initial OCP keeps decreasing with
time before reaching a surface equilibrium. With the change of water content in ethanol,
the time required to reach a stable OCP is similar, around 100 seconds. One explanation
for this phenomenon is that the surface oxidation kinetics is strongly reduced by
removing oxygen. Under de-aeration, the initial electrochemical activity of carbon steel is
mostly limited by the cathodic reaction. Cathodic activity of carbon steel in ethanol
becomes important especially under de-aeration. It should also be mentioned that the
surface oxidation is not fully stopped by de-aeration. The potential will eventually
increase after immersion for certain amount of time. Based on Figure 8-10, it can be
concluded that the oxygen and water both play a critical role in the film formation

Potential vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH)/mV

kinetics on the steel’s surface in SFGE.
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Figure 8-10. Time required to reach a stable open circuit potential in 200-proof ethanol
with different water concentration. The stable OCP is defined at the moment where the
potential drifting rate is 0.05 mV/s. (a) 21% O2+79% N2; (b) 100% N2.

8.8 EIS Analysis on Oxygen Reduction in Acidic SFGE
Since oxygen is very important for both anodic and cathodic activities of carbon
steel in SFGE, the detailed EIS analysis was carried out in acidic SFGE to obtain some
mechanistic understanding of the oxygen reduction process. Figure 8-11(a) shows the
equivalent circuit for oxygen reduction. RS is the solution resistance. CPE stands for a
constant phase element for double layer capacitance. RCT is the charge transfer resistance
for oxygen reduction. W is a Warburg impedance element which models the oxygen
diffusion from the bulk solution to the surface. The admittance of CPE is as following:

Z CPE =

1
Ydl (iω ) ndl

(8-8)
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where Ydl is a admittance like parameter with a unit of sn/Ω, and ndl is an adjusted
exponent between 0 and 1. When ndl=1, it represents a perfect capacitor; when ndl=0, it
represents a perfect resistor.
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Figure 8-11. EIS analysis of oxygen reduction reaction on carbon steel in acidic SFGE: (a)
equivalent electric circuit; (b) experimental (symbol) and fitted (line) Nyquist EIS spectra
under different potentials and oxygen partial pressures. The potential is relative to
Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl, EtOH.

The experimental and fitted impedance curves under selected conditions are
shown in Figure 8-11(b). Oxygen reduction was studied with different oxygen partial
pressures and applied cathodic potentials. The fitted curves show good agreements with
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the experimental results. General fitting errors are less than 1%, although Warburg
impedance fitting shows a little higher error around 5%. Some scattered data appears at
the low frequency portion on the EIS spectra. The fitted values of EIS parameters are
shown in Table 8-3. With the oxygen partial pressure of 5%, RCT decreases from 5579.6

Ω cm2 to 2222.6 Ω cm2 when the cathodic overpotential increases from -190 mV vs Ref.
to -550 mV vs Ref.. Higher cathodic overpotential enhances the overall charge transfer
on the surface. At -190 mV vs Ref., the equivalent Warburg resistance RW is only 232.3

Ω cm2 s-1/2, which is much smaller than RCT. Therefore, oxygen reduction (Reaction I)
under 5% O2 is controlled by the charge transfer and does not experience a limiting effect
from oxygen mass transport. However, at -550 mV vs Ref., RW increases to 1196.8 Ω
cm2 s-1/2. So the diffusion limit of oxygen plays a role in limiting the oxygen reduction
kinetics. Therefore, at high cathodic overpotential, the oxygen reduction (Reaction II)
under 5% O2 is controlled by both charge transfer and oxygen diffusion to the metal
surface. If the oxygen partial pressure in ethanol is increased to 21% at 550 mV vs Ref.,
both RCT and RW decrease. The charge transfer rate again becomes a major limiting factor.
It has been well understood that oxygen has a similar diffusivity [86, 87], but a much
higher solubility [82] in ethanol than in water. The higher solubility of oxygen in ethanol
may reduce the concentration effect from mass transport. Therefore, the oxygen
concentration polarization in ethanol only becomes dominant when the oxygen partial
pressure is very low and the cathodic overpotential is very high.
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8.9 The Cathodic Activities on Platinum in Ethanol
The comparisons between the cathodic reactions on platinum electrode and on
carbon steel electrode in the slightly acidified 200-proof ethanol are shown in Figure 8-12.
On platinum, similar cathodic reaction patterns can be identified under both aerated and
de-aerated conditions. However, platinum shows more positive potential for both oxygen
reduction and hydrogen evolution than carbon steel. The cathodic activation slopes of all
the reactions are smaller on platinum than on carbon steel, suggesting faster and easier
reaction kinetics on the platinum surface. Higher cathodic limiting current densities for
all the reactions are seen on the platinum electrode compared to the carbon steel surface.
The differences between platinum and carbon steel are mostly due to the higher catalytic
activity on platinum electrode in ethanol [46, 47]. Therefore, the interpretation of

Potential vs (Ag/AgCl/1M LiCl,EtOH)/mV

corrosion rate on steel in SFGE using a platinum electrode may cause some variations.
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Figure 8-12. Cathodic polarization behavior of carbon steel and a platinum electrode in
the slightly acidified ethanol (200-proof ethanol, acetic acid (11.2 mg/L), NaCl (53 mg/L))
under aerated (21% O2+79% N2) and deaerated (100% N2) conditions (The cathodic
activation slope for each reaction is marked on the curve)
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8.10 Fracture due to Hydrogen Embrittlement
Although the hydrogen permeation current in SFGE is much smaller than that in
aqueous environment, the production of hydrogen can still produce huge embrittlement
fracture when the stress is applied. The SSRT test on notched tensile sample was used to
study the hydrogen embrittlement under stress. As shown in Figure 8-13, the effects of
Reactions III and IV were shown. In Figure 8-13(a), -860 mV vs Ref. was applied in
acidic SFGE. And in Figure 8-13(b), -1180 mV vs Ref. was applied on the sample in
alkaline SFGE. In both cases, clear brittle fracture morphologies are shown, suggesting
strong hydrogen attack though the crack propagation path.

(a) -850 mV vs Ref. in acidic SFGE

(b) -1180 mV vs Ref. in alkaline SFGE

Figure 8-13. Fracture morphology due to hydrogen embrittlement
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8.11 Conclusions
The cathodic activities, especially oxygen and hydrogen, have been investigated
in detail on carbon steel surface in SFGE. The results showed that carbon steel shows
unique cathodic activities which can strongly influence the corrosion process.
1) Oxygen, even at 1% concentration in purge-gas, promotes the oxygen
reduction. Oxygen reduction is a major cathodic reaction for normal condition.
2) Hydrogen evolution, from acetic acid, ethanol and water, needs a very high
cathodic overpotential under de-aeration, which can be hardly achieved in normal
corrosion process.
3) Acetic acid and water both increase the cathodic kinetics in SFGE.
4) Near the OCP, the reduction of surface pre-existing oxide and other oxidized
species forms the first cathodic reaction in SFGE.
5) Cathodic reactions start to play important roles in controlling the corrosion
potential when the system is under de-aeration and the anodic film formation is inhibited.
6) For normal corrosion process, the charge transfer kinetics is the major limiting
reaction for oxygen reduction. Brittle fracture can take place once hydrogen production is
possible in SFGE environment.
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CHAPTER 9
GLOBAL PICTURE DERIVED FROM THIS RESEARCH AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Some Thoughts on Corrosion of Carbon Steel in Simulated Fuel-grade Ethanol
Corrosion behavior of carbon steel in FGE is chemically and electrochemically
complex and very different from the aqueous systems. Complexity is due not only to the
less known reactions between the metal and solvent, but also the unique physicochemical
properties of the mixed-solvent itself. The electrochemical behavior of metal/solvent
interface are governed by, but not limited to, the following phenomena: (1) Solution
solvation and its related physical and chemical properties; (2) Close-to-wall double layer
structure and its short range interaction; (3) Chemical and electrochemical reactions
between the metal and solvent molecules.
FGE is not a single component liquid and generally contains ethanol, water, small
amount of methanol, and other possible alcohols with higher molecular weights. The
solvation in presence of mixed solvents generates a complex solution structure, which
can affect the overall physical and chemical properties of the solution, such as dipole
moment, dielectric constant, electrical conductivity, dissolved oxygen level, proton
activity, etc. Therefore, corrosion susceptibility of iron in a mixed solvent, such as SFGE,
depends on multiple effects due to the changes in their physical and chemical properties.
For example, the increase in the water content in SFGE can decrease dissolved oxygen
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level [64] and pHe [51], both of which can alter the electrochemical response, as shown
in Figures. 5-18 and 5-10.
Anodic reactions of metals in alcoholic solvents have been widely reported, but the
effects of alcohol molecules on mechanisms of charge transfer and surface products
formation are still less understood. The results in this work showed an unstable
passivation on the carbon steel surface in SFGE with low water content and slight acidity.
No clear passivation is set up under the applied anodic overpotentials. A comprehensive
discussion on these reaction mechanisms has been recently summarized by Banas et. al.
[40]. So far, the research showed that the surface oxidation product forms a membrane
type inhibition film rather than the passive oxide layer in pure alcohol at lower potentials
[40, 70]. In SFGE with no water or limited amount of water, the formation of ethoxy-iron
(Fe(C2H5O)2) surface layer may be responsible for a decrease in the weight loss. Such
metal-organic compound has been reported as an initial reaction layer in pure methanol
elsewhere [40, 88]. Ethoxy-iron serves as a pseudo-passive layer, leading to an increase
of OCP with time, as shown in Figure 5-4. However, this pseudo-passive layer is not
stable, and can be easily destroyed by polarization (Figure 5-5). The reaction reaches the
equilibrium as following:
Fe 2+ + 2C 2 H 5 O − → Fe(C 2 H 5 O) 2

(9-1)

It was also proposed that such reaction product with a limited solubility can also possibly
convert to iron oxide under lower oxidation state [88], which is unstable and unprotective
against corrosion.
With a further addition of water in ethanol solution, both anodic and cathodic
reactions are influenced to some levels. Regarding cathodic reactions, it has been
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discussed that water content in alcoholic environments can influence the dissolved
oxygen concentration [64] and proton activity [37, 51]. The changes in the proton
availability and the dissolved oxygen level are major factors for the cathodic reaction in
water-alcohol mixtures [37].
For the anodic reaction, the presence of water alters the oxidation reaction on metal.
More iron oxide and hydroxide form under these conditions. Due to the limited amount
of water, the hydroxide may form in such SFGE tends to be unstable and easy to
dissociate into oxide form. Corrosion products with multiple oxidation states may be
present in the form of oxide through the following reaction steps:
2Fe 2+ + 3H 2 O ⇔ Fe 2 O 3 + 6H + + 2e −

(9-2)

At higher water concentration (e.g. 50 vol%), more hydroxide products form on the
surface, although iron oxides are still present in XRD analysis due to dehydration process.
Fe 2+ + 3H 2 O ⇔ Fe(OH) 3 + 3H + + 1e −

(9-3)

2Fe(OH) 3 ⇔ Fe 2 O 3 + 3H 2 O

(9-4)

Thermodynamic calculations have already shown that the acidity strongly
influences the oxidation reactions of iron in ethanolic solvents [3]. From the acidified
ethanol to alkaline ethanol, the stable reaction products change from Fe2+ to Fe2O3, and
finally Fe(OH)3. In SFGE, better passivation is present in the alkaline condition, as
shown in Figures. 5-7 and 5-8. Such an evolution in stable reaction products alters the
surface from an unprotective ethoxy-iron layer to protective iron hydroxide layer.
Therefore, by controlling environmental factors like acidity, water concentration, and
chloride concentration, better corrosion and pitting resistance can be achieved for the
carbon steel in SFGE environments.
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9.2 A Physical Picture of Stress Corrosion Crack Behavior during SSRT on Carbon
Steel in SFGE
Film breakdown and anodic dissolution is the most dominant mechanism in this
process, although the surface film in the ethanolic environments may not be a stable
passive film due to the limited amount of water. [36, 48] A slow film growth on carbon
steel in SFGE takes place under low stress condition (below yielding). Film breakdown
and crack initiation take place after the local yielding on the material. Once the stress
corrosion cracks initiate, the fast anodic dissolution at the crack tip drives the crack
growth into the material. The dissolution process significantly decreases the crack tip
resistance. At the early stage, an increase in the crack density due to initiation promotes a
fast increase in the crack tip corrosivity. With the strain reaching a certain level, small
cracks coalesce and grow in a form of ring keep the crack propagation active. After the
maximum stress, the corrosion activity from the SCC decreases. The crack blunting takes
place due to final microvoid formation and coalescence, which form a ductile crack
originating from the middle of the sample. Main crack and the ductile crack interact to
form the final shear fracture, leading to the final failure. An increase in the capacitance
on the crack wall may happen during the final fracture because of the dissolution and
possible porous corrosion product formation.

9.3 Possible Influences of Cathodic Activities on Corrosion Process in SFGE
In most of the conditions, oxygen reduction is a major cathodic reaction to
support the anodic corrosion activity. Hydrogen evolution is only predominant under deaeration. Hydrogen evolution reactions in SFGE, either by acetic acid reduction or water
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and ethanol reduction, also require a very high cathodic overpotential. This negative
overpotential is usually in a range of -600 mV ~ -1000 mV vs Ref., depending on the
tested pHe and oxygen concentration. Such a large overpotential is hardly considered
possible in normal corrosion process. Therefore, under OCP, hydrogen is not expected to
affect the mechanical behavior, i.e. hydrogen embrittlement, of carbon steel in SFGE. It
has been reported that corrosion and stress corrosion cracking susceptibility are decreased
in SFGE by de-aeration [3, 51, 74]. The decrease of cathodic activity by de-aeration may
be one of the main reasons which cause the decrease in corrosion activity. Acetic acid
donates protons which increase the cathodic current and decrease the cathodic
overpotential. Therefore, regarding the cathodic activity, the presence of acetic acid
assists the corrosion process. In comparison, neutral and alkaline SFGE, especially under
de-aeration, can dramatically inhibit the cathodic reaction. The addition of water can
accelerate the acetic acid dissociation in SFGE which can lead to a higher corrosion rate.
Near open circuit potential, the first cathodic reaction which provides a small current
density is the reduction of surface oxides and other oxidized species. Oxygen and water
are both important in controlling the cathodic reaction kinetics. With aeration, the
formation of surface film controls the overall corrosion potential. But with de-aeration,
the film formation kinetics is reduced and the cathodic reactions become critical in the
overall corrosion process. For normal corrosion process, the charge transfer kinetics is the
major limiting reaction for oxygen reduction. The oxygen mass transport is usually not a
limiting step unless the oxygen concentration is low and the overpotential is high.
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9.4 Suggested Mitigation Methods for Corrosion and Stress Corrosion Cracking in
Fuel-grade Ethanol
Although the development of the corrosion mitigation technology for carbon steel
in fuel-grade ethanol is another topic which also needs further investigation, a guideline
for this development can still be suggested based on the work that has been done in this
thesis.
Stress corrosion cracking, pitting corrosion, and uniform corrosion on carbon steel
all show strong dependences on the ethanol chemistry in fuel-grade ethanol. Therefore,
controlling the chemistry in fuel-grade ethanol can be an effective way to inhibit the
degradation from carbon steel. High pHe in alkaline region improves the passivity of
carbon steel in ethanolic solution and mitigate both SCC and uniform corrosion.
Ammonium hydroxide or other alkaline type inhibitor can be used to modify the fuelgrade ethanol. Surface adsorption type inhibitor cannot be used in FGE because such
adsorption is not stable under flow condition in pipeline. Water is always present in fuelgrade ethanol. However, water concentration has to be controlled between 0.5 vol% to 1
vol% in order to achieve the best film stability in fuel-grade ethanol environment.
Inorganic chloride which is an aggressive species in FGE should be minimized in ethanol
fuel. Though methanol has shown to be more aggressive than ethanol by other studies
[37], its effect on corrosion activity is still mild compared to other constituents. Therefore,
the current ASTM standard for methanol content is still good for FGE.
De-aeration, which can also mitigate stress corrosion cracking in SFGE under
some conditions, is not recommended based on this work. As shown previously in this
thesis, oxygen is the major oxidizing species which enhances the film growth kinetics on
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the surface of carbon steel in SFGE. Fast dissolution of ferrite is expected in SFGE under
de-aeration condition, as shown in Figures 4-16 and 5-18. If inclusions are present on the
pipeline steel surface, low passivity caused by de-aeration can cause the preferential
dissolution of the inclusion particle from iron matrix. The removal of inclusion may serve
as crack initiation site under stressed condition.
Operating stress condition for the carbon steel should be below the yield stress of
the material. Tensile stress that is lower than the yield stress can hardly initiate cracks on
carbon steel in fuel-grade ethanol. More attention should be given to the welding
structure which may exhibit higher residual stress and different metallurgical
microstructure and composition.
Cathodic polarization with a potential less than 500 mV vs Ref. can be applied on
some structures in order to mitigate the possible corrosion and cracking activities.
However, higher cathodic polarization may lead to hydrogen embrittlement in these
environments. The application of cathodic protection needs careful monitoring.

9.5 Recommendations for Future Work in This Area
Though both phenomenological and mechanistic understanding of stress corrosion
cracking and corrosion of carbon steel in SFGE has been obtained based on this research,
more work needs to be done in order to understand the details of the materials
degradation in ethanol system:
(1) In-situ and ex-situ surface characterization of film characteristics in this environment
is necessary in order to understand the nature of the film on the metal surface.
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(2) The detailed kinetics of the film growth under different environmental conditions
should also be understood. This information will be very helpful to tailor the surface film
structure in mitigation of corrosion and SCC.
(3) Correlation between the simulated fuel-grade ethanol and commercial fuel-grade
ethanol needs to be investigated. The differences on corrosion and cracking susceptibility,
electrochemistry, constituents, and surface film behavior should be studied.
(4) Though the general mechanism of SCC on carbon steel in SFGE is now understood,
there are still many unknown metallurgical and environmental parameters in the stress
corrosion cracking behavior of this system. Contradictions on cracking mode still exist in
literature. The crack morphology observed in this work is dominantly transgranular type
in all testing conditions and environments. However, intergranular or mixed type SCC
has been reported in the same system [3]. Obviously, the cracking mode is very sensitive
to the testing condition and the material pre-treatment. This difference leads to a serious
question: what is the mechanism ahead of the crack tip which affects the crack
propagation in the metal?
(5) Pipelines undergo fluctuations in their operating pressure. Effect of cyclic stresses in
crack initiation and propagation in FGE environments needs to be studied.
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